From Morton's

Republican

Cyclopedia of Agriculture,
Manure.

“In addition to the natural and artificial
already specified, from which, di-

sources

rectly

or

indirectly,

manures

are

obtained,

there is another class of manures to which
term artificial may be exclusively applied. They consist individually of different
suostances mixed in various proportions
according to the special purposes t<» which
the arc to be applied, and according also to
the theoretical opinion o those who compound them. Thus we have one variety
specially compounded to promote the growth
of root crops, such as turnips, mangoldwurzol, kohl-rabi, carrots, parsnips Ac., in
which, phosphoric acid always occupies
Another variety,
a prominent
position.
whose principal ingredient Is nitrogen,
either in the form of ammonia combined
with an acid, or of nitric acid united with
alkaline base, is manufactured and sold for
the purpose of increasing the growth and
yield of cereal crops ; while a third kind of
manure, composed principally of gypsum
and salt, is considered to be peculiarly
adapted to the growth of leguminous crops.
There are also various other sorts, said by
• heir
inventors to be composed of every
substance known 1 roin analysis to constitute
the food of plants, and hence conjectured
to be adapted to ali crops, altogether irrespeethr of soil ami climate.
\Ve shall now proceed to the special object of the present remarks namely, the
management of farm-yard manure, anil also
of such other manures as call the farmer's
art and skill into requisition.
Farm-yard
manure, properly speaking, is the residual
ul
all
substances
vegetable
produce
employed in tin* feeding and littering of the various kinds of live stock kept within the precincts of a farm-steading.
Along with this
may also be included all kinds of manure
made by horses, cows, pigs, in towns and

villages. Farm-yard

manure,

VOLUME

therefore,con-

The

Sheep.

A correspondent of the National Live
Stock Journal expressed a wish to see “a
full and fair description of the Cots
wold,
Leicester and Lincoln sheep,” whereupon
the Journal proceeds as follows :
The Leicester* are usually placed at the
head of the long-wool breeds, as
being the
finest in form and fleece, and also because it
has been largely used in crossing, for the
improvement of the other varieties.
The head is hornless, and rather long and
narrow; ears thin, with spots of bluish
tinge. The long, well cut ear of the pure
Leicester, with its sprightly backward Inclination, is a distinguishing characteristic
of the breed, as Is also the full
prominent
eye, witli quiet and lively expression. The
face and forehead must, be bare of wool,
though covered with a tin.* coat of hair_
white with a little inclination to the bluish
tint.
The body is straight, with ribs well
sprung and barrel-shaped ; the pelt inclined
to be thin; the wool
exceedingly soft, flue
and lustrous, and should be uniform over
the carcass.
The extremities—muzzle and
legs—are
exceedingly tine, hut the quarters are full
and wide, with back broad and level.
Indeed, the carcass of the true Leicester sheep
is as near perfection in form as can
he conceived possible.
I he ( otswold, though of late
years modified by the crosses of the Leicester
blood,

therefore, strongly resembling that
breed, is somewhat coarser and longer in
and,

carcass; with a heavier fleece, which should
be as lustrous, though not so fine as the
Leicester.
The head is larger, and must
have tuft of wool on the forehead, which
the Leicester never has.
The Lincoln is as large as the (.'otswold,
though in other respects, as now bred, very
strongly resemble the Leicester. The head
is long, the face narrow and bare of wool,
with white fine hair and light bluish tint as
in the Leicester. They stand rather
higher
on the leg than the two varieties before
and
the carcass is apt to be less
mentioned,
symmetrical; but the fleece is longer and
heavier, and though not quite so fine as the
Leicester, is unsurpassed in lustre, and
therefore, commands the best prices in the
markets.
It is difficult to describe
animals so as to
enable a person to determine the
pure bred
from the mongrel; indeed, the best
judges
are not always aide to detect the
presence
of a slight dash of inferior blood
One thing the producer may rely
upon—
that long-wool sheep peddled about, the
country at low prices are never pure bred.
Indeed, blooded stock of all sorts should
be purchased of parties that are known as
reputable breeders—this Is the only reliable
security the purchaser can have that tlie
animal purchased will turn out what it. Is
represented to be.
The Southdown sheep has a broad, rather

From

The words he spoke were brief and slow;
What could he say she did not know?
What pulse of that impetuous soul
But owned her calm, serene control?
No need for him to test her heart
With cunning fence of verbal art;
Only to ask and wait her will.
And, winning—losing—love her still.

Perhaps she wavered; aye, perhaps
The shadow of the cloud that wiaps
The future from our questioning gaze
Let in some glimpse of after days.
Some hint ol all she might possess
In that true spirit’s tenderness.
If hut her weak life might move
Unto the music of his love.
Perhaps! Who knows? He only knew
The large gray eyes were dim wilh dew,
Sad only on the mouth’s sweet bloom
The shallow of reluctant doom,
Fell only one sad, gentle word.
And then through that deep stillness heard
Once more ihe weary, wandering rain
Beat dull against Ihe window-pane.
His

remain

to

one

Carol county, sheep raising deof hungry dogs. Stewart
stroyed
no
county,
sheep raised on account of dogs.
Alabama, Clay county, dogs kill 33 1-8
on account

per cent, of the

sheep.

Kentucky. Hoyle county, the fear of dogs
prevent tlit* raising of sheep.
Livingston
county, wool growing would be profitable
if it were not for dogs.
Tennesee, Giles county, one man lost 35
Soutlidowns in one night, among them
were two bucks, worth $100 each.
Connecticut Hartford county, formerly
every farmer kept from 20 to 900 sheep.
The dogs have driven them out.
New Jersey. A mad dog bit and caused
the death of $1,600 worth of cattle, exclusive of sheep.
An editor of an agricultural

Crop.

Many

have emigrated westward, only to
the low price of corn,—ton cents
per
bushel in many localities,—while fanners
here think that they cannot, raise corn
profitably for 81 per bushel, the present price for
meet

corn.

I

will here give a statement of a crop of
corn, (not a large one,) raised by me the
past year,—100 bushels of good shelled
corn, (the small corn not being
reckoned,)
on about, three acres
land, where potatoes
grew without manure the year before,
About sixty ox loads, (not half cords.) ol !
ham-yard manure, not very strong, made 1
mostly o( swamp hay, were spread on and
ploughed under in the spring, aud the corn
planted three feet each way, without phosphate or any manure whatever in the hill.
It, was planted at different dates,—the first,
piece the 25th of May; the second the 12th
of June, and the third the 14th of June.
The cost of cultivation I estimate to have
been nearly as follows—

j

....

I nterest

on

land and

taxes,

12 00

Cost of crop,.$112 74
Cr.
100 bushels of good shelled corn,
$100 00
4 tons ol corn fodder and small
corn, at $15
per ton, which is not a high estimate, us
hay, with us, is worth $25 per ton,
60 00
■

Total value of
Leaving a net

crop,

....

$i6u 00

income, above the cost of producing, of.$47 2fl
This result is not favorable to the profitableness of farming, (a question that has
agitated the agricultural press so much for
three years past), seeing the crop above
named was but

second rate one, being
an acre.
With the adcords
more of manure, at
twenty
an
increased cost of $34, the production
would have been
fifty bushels an acre, with
the addition of another ton of corn
fodder,
at $15, which makes the net
gain on the
three acres, $78.20, instead of
$47.26, as in
the first case, with no more cultivation.
Farmers generally, in this section of
country, believe that a bushel of corn is
cheaper bought than raised; which approaches a correct estimate, if it were not
for the use of the horse-hoe that does the
entire work in a more workmanlike and
thorough manner than can be done by hand.
I am not going to tell your readers what
kind or where manufactured, lest you
should think this sounds like an advertisement; but I will here say that if there is
any profit in farming, (which as yet seems
to be an open question, especially for a
whole decade, taking our changing climate
into consideration,) it is mostly due to the
use of the latest,
improved labor-saving
farming tools and machinery.
In 1864, the darkest
year of the war,
when farm labor was so reduced
by that
cause, the hay crop of New England could
not have been gathered
in, if it had not
been for the mowing machine.
a

only 33 1-3 bushels
dition of

was

’Tisn’t none of her doings,” said Mr.
Hinkle, slowly, punishing tin; wheel with
his

“hut she’s in a terrible
way, and I think maybe she needs
something soothing. What’s good for her
nerves ?”
“I don’t know, without it’s a sound
scolding," replied Miss Phebe witli her
month lull of clothes pins.
“Now, sister, you’re hard on Laviny,”
said Mr. Hinkle, in an injured tone. “She
ain’t tough, like what you be.”
“Her temper is tough enough; but I’m
suited it you are, poor soul!” and Miss
Phebe. hunted for both sage and valerian,
though inwardly persuaded that all poppies in the world couldn’t soothe Laviny
when she once got “set out.”
Meanwhile Mrs. Hinkle had been doing
a furious afternoon’s work, and, ready to

whip-lash;

nervous

drop

trom

exhaustion,

had had their effect upon him.
“I’ve always made excuses for yon
Laviny, and tried my best to live peaceable,” said lie. slowly, “but I believe
’taint in the power of mortal man tn oet

along
1

with

lien,

you.”

m a

state ol

great

amazement

at

himself, he wpnt out to untackle Dobbin
and sow the turnip seed.
Listening in
such
health.
She’ll cool down; vain lor the dinner horn, he returned to
joying
but that old maid hain’t any call to rile the house half an hour
past noon to find
her;" and here Mr. Hinkle gave the hoe the tire out. his unlucky mud prints dried
handle a resenttul poke, as if it personated tiiioti the floor, and his wifi1 absent.
the spinster aforesaid.
Like many men
“Gone oft' in a hull'to her sister Tripp’s
not gifted in public speaking, he was much
I guess,” said he, patiently setting out the
given to talking aloud when alone. In- Sunday beans. “I’d have hitched up if
doors his wife claimed exclusive right of I’d have knowed she wanted to
go. She
wouldn’t speak to me, I s’pose because I’d
speech.
“And here I’ve stuck, like a dab of riled her. I hadn’t
oughter done it, that’s
putty, from the day I was married with a fact.”
she
was saying to Miss NidReuben,”
Having relieved his mind by this last
dlins. “I’ve had to walk on eggs, or his confession. Mr. Hinkle ate his dinner with
folks would lie in my hair.
They’ve an excellent appetite, and in due time his
had their remarks to make about all my
supper also, his wife not having appeared.
doings, and, you may depend upon it, it
“I expect she calculates lor me to go
grinds
tor her, and I’d better be oil'." said he, as he
Mrs. Hinkle must have been ground strained the milk with extreme care and
very sharp indeed, judging from her cut- deliberation, am! by this means let a slow
ting tongue.
stream trickle down the outside ot the
“Poor tiling!” groaned Miss Niddlins, pail upon the spotless
pantry floor. "W’liv,
her
handkerchief
then
because
if then' ain’t Ezra Tripp now
using
just
and as lie
it would produce the effect of pity.
spoke, in at the west door came his wile’s
“See how I was put upon this morning brother-in-law. with unwilling feet, as
by his sister Phebe,” said Mrs. Hinkle, though goaded on by the spears ol the
moving the end of her nose rapidly back setting sun behind him.
and forth with her forefinger, as if she
“Laviny ain't sick, I hope ?” said Mr.
were playing on a Jew’s-harp.
“That Hinkle, anxiously.
woman had the impudence to twit me of
“No. ’lisn’t that,” replied Mr. Tripp,
neglecting Reuben, because 1 leave him twisting his forefinger under his collar, as
to
get bis own supper sewing-circle il his cravat, choked him
’t isn’t that
nights
but—”
“Don’t tell me so!” sniffed Miss Nid“She’s getting most out of patience
dlins “Did Mr. Hinkle complain to her ?”
waiting tor me, I suppose,” suggested the
“Catch him complaining!” cried Mrs.
unsuspecting Reuben. “We’ll, I'd oughter
Hinkle; “he hasn’t got spunk enough. gone alore, only the off ox broke through
lie’s
no more grit than a haystack,
Why,
the fence and —”
and lie’s as sot.
1 couldn’t make him
“Laviny says she won’t mine back,”
break with his folks if I was to die. Wish
interrupted Mr. Tripp, desperately: “for
i was single; then I wouldn’t be nosed she’s lived with
you as long as she can
around by ’em. Now here you are, tree stand it!’’
to go when you please!”
Mr. Hinkle flopped down like a starchMiss Niddlins sighed an affirmative. It less
dicky.
was her peculiar trial that her relatives
“I might have knowcd she oonldn'f bear
never opposed her
what I do,” groaned lie. “This morning,
going.
“It you was to separate, T suppose when she was
blowing of mo, I spoke
to
live
you’ve got enough
on,” suggested ha’sh lo her; I don’t see how I came to.
she cautiously.
But, Ezra, you don’t think, now, she
Mrs. Hinkle's rocker jerked itself into won’t never come round
a lull
Mr. Tripp muttered something about
stop. She had often said that “Reuben must choose betwixt his folks and his sister-in-law
being “pretty resolute,”
her,” that “she would take herself off,” and turned away.
and the like; but to have a third
“I wish you’ll carryover Laviny’s.
person
cough
hint at a separation startled her.
medicine,” said Mr. Hinkle, rousing himWell—yes,” said she hesitatingly. self. “Lord! to think of her hacking in
“I've got the property I brought with me the
night, and me not hearing her! And
when I was married. I won’t deny but Ezra, I’d take it
kindly of you if you’d
what Reuben lias done the fair
thing there ; step in in the morning, and tell me how
hut then, it he’d been some men, he might she rested.”
have doubled it by this time.
The long
Mr. Tripp consigned the bottle to his
and short ot it. is he’s half asleep. I have coat
pocket, while Kitchen, returning to
to keep stifl ing him up, and, after all, lie
the kitchen, which already wore a mascudon't appreciate me.”
line air, tilted his chair against the wall,
“I believe it would wake him pretty and listened to the
dirges of the frogs, or
thoroughly if you should leave him,” re- gave expression to his feelings by singing,
turned Miss Niddlins.
“He’d begin to
“As un some lonely building's top,
realize what a smart wife he’d lost.”’
The sparrow tells her moan,
"He’d clutter the kitchen with his greasy
Far from the tents of jov and hope,
T sit and grieve alone
harnesses, and camp down on the lounge
in his boots—that’s what he’d do the min“A dteadful poor hand I should be to
ute I was off!” snapped Mrs. Hinkle.
sit alone,” commented he, as he shuttled
“He couldn’t manage without you, to about to fasten the windows. “Laviny is
save his life.” declared Miss Niddlins,
a master-woman for
making things lively.
confidently. “He’d go down on his knees Somehow I can’t bear to lock her out;”
to you to get you back.”
and it is a fact worthy of note that the faithMrs. Hinkle seemed flattered by the ful Reuben, for the first time in his maridea.
ried life, went to bed leaving the porch
“A pretty figure he’d cut,”
laughed she, door unbolted.
“fat as he is, and looking, you might say,
If he had cherished a vague hope that
if he’d been blown up in his clothes!”
his wife might steal home in the
early
“i am sure I don’t sec how
you can
morning, he certainly saw no traces of her
smile, situated as you are,” said Miss Nid- rutting presence on rising. Instead, the
dlins, showing symptoms of a fresh cold. abomination of desolation reigned.
“llis folks have tried my soul out of
“Seems as if I was just a frame-work,
me,” cried Mrs. Hinkle, hastily resuming with nothing inside,” said the
poor man.
her wrath, “and what maddened me the moving about the chaotic kitchen in a
most has been to see Reuben take it so hushed manner, like a
person at a funeral;
cool.
That man hasn’t any more nerve “the pith is all knocked out ot me.”
than a tub of lard!
But notwithstanding this
I wouldn’t value
alarming injumping oft' the meeting-house steeple if ternal condition by dint of burning three
1 thought it would give him a start.”
fingers he succeeded in making a lumpy
“Poor woman!” said Miss Niddlins, hasty pudding tor breakfast, and also a
displaying the red silk handkerchief which cup of coffee, which, by reason of the
might properly be called her badge of large amount of fish-skin that settled it,
mourning. “It’s your duty to yourself to boro an unpleasant resemblance to chowgo where you can take some peace in der. As ho was sitting at this frugal reyour life !”
past his sister l’liebe flounced in.
“I don’t feel clear,” said Mrs. Hinkle,
“Has Laviny left von, Reuben ? It can’t
as she settled the codec lor dinner, and
be.”
thus ended the first conference.
Mr. Hinkle nodded his head solemnly,
But as Miss Niddlins spent the week, his mouth being not available just then as
justifying Mr. Hinkle’s apprehensions, she an organ of speech.
and Mrs. Hinkle had ample opportunities
“The worst is her own,” stormed Miss
tor renewing the discussion of the latter’s Thebe, raining a shower of
hair-pins from
grievances, till, from not feeling “clear,” her lulling chignon. “I'guess we shan’t
Mrs. Hinkle, by the time her guest de- die on her account!”
This reflection seemed to
parted came to feel, as she expressed it,
convey no
“all in a muddle.” Even her
ox-eyed consolation to Mr. Hinkle.
husband noticed something amiss with
“You never felt right toward Laviny,”
said he, sorrowfully. “I don’t
her.
lay this up
“I wonder whether or no sage tea agin her, her clearing out. I blame it on
wouldn’t be kind of quieting to Laviny,” to Miss Niddlins. She always had a
he reflected one morning as he
jogged dreadful faculty lor onsettling
along to the village after turnip seed. “I
Miss Thebe had a contemptuous nose,
liain’t seen her so fractious since she had turned
upward at the end like a sled runthe neuralogy in her face. If she wasn’t ner. It curled
higher at this remark.
a
poor sick creetur I don’t know but I
“I wish you had some of
my spirit,
should get put out with her— I
really Reuben Hinkle,” said she,coiling her back
don t;” and Mr. Hinkle lowered his voice hair with a
circular
rapid
motion, as if she
to an awestruck
as he gave utterwere winding herself
whisper
“if you had you
up;
ance to this
treasonous thought.
wouldn’t go nigh Laviny for one while.
‘‘His folks” lived in a sick-headaehe- She’s
contrary, and depend upon it, she’ll
colored house at the Four
Corners, and be a great deal more apt to come back if
his sister Pliebe was
hanging out clothes you don’t tease her. I’ll keep house for
in the backyard as lie drove
up.
you, so don’t yon be a mite concerned.”
“Got any sage to spare?” cried Mr.
Mr. Hinkle groaned in answer.
As

Laviny.”

The
“In the

I

Miss l hebe sent the spoons obediently,
inwardly resolved that Reuben should not
know of this proof of “Laviny’s ugliness.” b r she was well aware that only
her own repealed assurances that Laviny

would soften toward him if left to herself,
had kept him passive thus tar.
“Seem’s if I wasn’t doing the handsome thing not to go nigh her,” he often
“1 wonder whether or no she ain't
said.
counting on my fetching her?”
"If she comes ol her free will she’ll be
likely to stay put," Miss Pliebe would answer: “but you try to drive her, and you
know what Laviny is.”
Mr. Hinkle did know, unfortunately,
and. knowing, schooled himself to patient

waiting.

Thus the days wore on. and he plodded
through the Spring work, cheered a little
in spit ot himself by Miss Phebe’s earnest
efforts at making him comfortable, while
Laviny. mortified and then alarmed by his
non-appearance, worried herself into a
course of
exasperating sick-head aches,
and in every sense shut out the sunlight
from the house of the Tripps. In the
midst of paint-scrubbing Mrs. Tripp found
no leisure to devot to her complaining
sister, but left one of her children to wait
upon her. Mrs. Hinkle felt abused. When
had Reuben been too busy to bathe her
Little Joe made her
aching temples?
nervous as a witch, and one day she told
him so, and a moment after had the satisfaction ot hearing him say to his mother
in the kitchen that he “couldn’t get
along
with Aunt Laviny nohow.”
Why, that was just what Reuben hail

said—Reuben,
hastily to her in

who had never spoken
Ids life ! Was she an uncomfortable person to live with?”
‘■’Taint in the power of mortal man to

get along with yon, Laviny.” The words
back to her with the startling toree
of a proot-text, and haunted her afterward
came

continually.
must have been in Imburb time, for
dandelion greens had gone by, when one
morning little Joe rushed in with the terrible tidings that “Unele Reuben had
fallen kerchunk lrom a beam in the
barn.”
Mrs. Hinkle tore the bandages from
her head and st ;rted up
“Where’s my bonnet, Susan ? I’m going home !”
■‘Maybe he isn’L badly injured. Wait
till we hear further," urged Airs. Tripp.
1 tell you I’m going home, Susan
Tripp! Where’s my bonnet ?”and snatching it by the string, Mrs. Hinkle sprang
intothe wagon just vacated by her nephew,
and drove away at a doctor’s pace.
Lit tie Joe turned a series ot somersaults,
and then lay writhing on the grass in a Ire
of uncontrollable giggling.
“Didn’t Aunt Laviny streak it ?” shouted he. “And unele Reuben wasn’t hurt a
mite, but she wqjildn’t let me tell her!
Tee-hee-hee !”
Yet, though no bones were broken by
the fall, it i- a fact that Air Hinkle found
his two hundred pounds
avoirdupois considerably shaken, and lie was actually, acIt

Ferocious Grizzly.

summer

the

1 have seen him before now get some one
to throw up a potato or an apple, at a
distance of twenty or twenty-five yards
from the muzzle ol his rifle, which he i
would plug to the centre everv time,—a
feat rarely if ever equaled.

j

j

lVly other companion was a regular \
down-east Yankee, hailing from Vermont. !
I never saw any one that could heat him
talking and Shell declared that his j
tongue was hung on a swivel and wagged
at both ends.
He had a large pack on his
hack, tilled with all manner of worlhless
trinkets, (so we then thought.) which he
asserted would yet prove to make his
fortune.
Nearly lient double under his
heavy load, he would drag along behind
us, and every once in a while holler out,
I say, hyar, von fellers; yer in a Imrrv.
j
aint yer.’
No persuasion or entreaty ;
would induce him to leave part or all ot the I
fatal pack (which, as you will sec presently, proved his ruin) behind him as we i
wanted to make taster time. The amount
of swearing that Shell did at that ‘ornary ;
cuss,' as he called him. would make a
street gamin stare, but we dare not leave
him behind us, for fear that the Indians
or grizzlies, which were pretty thick around
there, would make short work ol him.
So we trudged patiently on, with the determination to ‘slide out’ and leave- him
at the next settlement we came to.
One night after a hard day's tramp, we
were sitting around the cheerful
ramp
lire; ine luukcc was loijiiai aouslv discoursing on the superiority of his own
native State, and the East generally over
the West.
Shell had leaned hack against
a fallen tree and was half
asleep, ami 1
was stretched at full length on the
ground I
thinking of home, for by that time we
had become so used to the Yankee's I
twaddle, that it disturbed us no more than
the sighing ol the night breeze through
the forest trees, and the onlv way to silence
him was to let him talk till he fell asleep
on his pack, which he never let out of his
sight for a moment.
How long 1 had lain there I do not
know, but suddenly starting from a deep
dream, 1 rose up on my elbow, rubbed
my eves and looked around.
A few remaining embers of our last night’s lire
were
still glowing. Shell was .pmsiy
sleeping in the same position 1 had la-t
seen
him when i went to sleep; the
Yankee also was sound asleep on hi
pack. Wondering what had awakened
me, I looked around cautiously to discover
the cause, but seeing nothing, 1 was beginning to sink to the ground again to
resume inv slumber, when a slight crackling noise attracted my attention m the
direction where the Yankee, was sleeping ;
anil in another moment I saw a luge
whitish mass emerge from the thicket and
approach the unconscious sleeper. A cold 1
chill crept over me, for in the whitish
mass 1 recognized the grizzly hear.
Tin
animal lie ran snuffing around the Yankee,
and in a few moments more I expected io
see
him lorn to pieces
;vmv mind and!

,m
body bad become paralyzed, toi I w
able to move or thiukjcoolly liualh
mnmoning all niv energies, 1 jumped to m\
feet with a loud yell, and at the same
time tiring otf one ol my revolvers. Shell
jumped to ids feet, the Yankee rose with
a bound, almost
frightened to death, and
the grizzly scooted through the hushes as
fast as he could go, so that I did not know
which was the most (lightened, the hear
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minutes.

lant yards
and
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port,

across,

topgallant

with roval and

she has had le

masts

on

deck

it;

j directly

topgalyards

r

in

one

minute and twenty seconds, all i -r lower
yards and topmasts down in four and a
half minutes—all atam again in sixteen
minutes, and royal yards across.
It takes four minutes to send up ton gi
lant masts, topgallant and royal yard- and
loose sails: all boats have I.. manned
and armed for service in less than live
minutes. To prepare to extinguish lire
never takes over otic and a half minutes
alter the crew reach their ipiarlers, and
she can prepare tor nattle by day in two
and a half minutes, and bv night in live
minutes
All this has been taken from
the actual time without, any previous
notice of the -haraei, r of th
exercise
being given. She has hadiy beaten in
exercise, every other vessel, Ann riean 01
Ktigiish. In on ruse wlmre eoinpetitiot:
was
going on, the Narragaiiset;'- light
yards and topgallant inasls ... deck
before her opponent's topgallant mas!s
were “unlidiled” even, and this was the
champion sliip, too. or at lea-t, she
claimed to be until the Narragansctt I>eut
The Narragansctt,
her in every exercise.
best lusher hath ry.earrii \ torped >attach
met I. and is manned by se\enoa'i: officers
and tbs blue jackets and
iurine-'.
('he
period ol service of all f the marine
gnar-1 and of til the petty officers, expires
Within a few mo ;ths, when they hope to

h" ridievBid;.
Most of the crew shipped
lor llie cruise on! "1 the men "Oinp: ising
the i*"ivs el the wrecked Arctic whaling
Heel, and tnaiiv men are shipped i- ordinary .-eameu, who are well able to do the
duty of abb Imdied seamen.'-

a criminal
intimacy be
writer and the person to whom
il yvas designed, had a strong tendency in

proving

| tyveen,the
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1

the Yankee.
There was no more sleep lor us it,
A Westkun KoMVN'
Jonathan. tin*
night, and in the morning Slid! and 1 de-lure
termined to pay the grizzly had; for Hie hero, was t In? country
keeper.
fright he had given us during the night ; Amelia, the heroine, was a young holv
although this Yankee was opposed to ibis who kept the village school. aiel 'hoarded
around.” She Ire.piently had oeea~ii.il to
move, he would not stav behind, lint
shouldered his pad; and followed u^. visit the store, and there Jonathan reWe trailed the bear for about two hours, ceived those impressions which ultimately
and finally readied the banks of a wide developed into a strong passion lor her.
and swift running stream.
The bear had lie resolved to pay her a visit, and selectevidently come to the river for a drink, ed a Sunday tor the purpose. He dressed
for wo traced his tracks to the very edge fcK'Aiself very nicely ill Hint the pants. Tlies.
of the water; and the trail trom there were of delicious nankeens, hut frc.pient
struck across the country in a diagonal cleansing had cpialilied their length to
direction from the way he had come. such a degree that it was only through the
Shell’s blood was up, and lie was deter- j agency of straps that lie could keep
mined to have the bear’s skin if he hunted | them down to where they belonged. Thu
adorned he waited until the people had
a week for him, and no words of the poor
peddler could dissuade him Irom his pur- got to church, and then started for the
house.
She met him at the door, as the
cording to his v ite’s prediction, “camping pose. had
\Ve
not proceeded twenty rods upon [ rest of the folks were at church, and
down on the lounge in his boots,” when
looked the pleasure she felt at Ills commg.
opening his eyes, they rested on her the trail, when l,.„wln> was in advance, j He was invited to
heard
a
step into the parlor
noise
in
the
face
sharp
in
the doorway.
crunching
frightened
|
1 while she went lor a
lamp. Contused, dehushes
in
front
of
me.
I
advanced
directly
“Why, bless you heart! Come right
lighted and embarrassed. Jonathan opened
in, Laviny,” said le. And she went in, a lew more shops, and diMo-rued the i.uiit a
door and stepped briskly in.
1’liere
outline of the bear through the thick
and shut the door.
were two doors loading from the entry.
Five minutes afterward, as Miss Phcbe brush, crunching in his huge jaws the re< hie ol them led into the
parlor, the other
lifted the latch, she heard her sister-in-law mains of some annual. I raised up my
Jonathan stepped through the
hand to Shell and the Yankee, as a sign didn’t.
say:
one that didn’t, and went careening into a
“I know T have hectored you awfully, for them to stop, as f had disooverd somedark cellar. In the descent lie struck
Reuben, but I do mean to live peaceable thing. Then I raised mv rille, in which 1 very
had put an extra bullet, to my shoulder, against a pole where the farmer had Imng
now, and put up with your folks.”
a lot of oxbows to dry, and the pole losing
And Reuben answered heartily:
“I took careful aim at. bis heart and tired. its
hold, dropped its contents upon the
A
fearlul
roar
followed
the
and
the
shot,
haven’t blamed you a bit, Laviny.
I
miserable wretch, and in his efforts to
bear
rushed
from
the
bushes
into
the
knowed ’twas Miss Niddlins’ work. But
them ho stepped 01V the stairs with
after we’d lived together so long, she clearing where we were standing, and on dodge
one leg and soucod into a barrel o* some
might have let us be till God divorced us.” catching sight t us he tossed his ungainand the nankeens parted
ly head anil made straight for us. The pulpy substance,
[Harpers’ Bazar.
old maxim that 1 had often heard in the in a very disagreeable place, and the unThe Nation, commending on the pres- settlements, ‘Every peddler for him-elf,’ happy wearer crawled out, and started on
a mad gallop for a window way. which
was never more completely followed out
sure lately brought to bear on
lie regained without further trouble, and
governor than now.
your pack and run.’
‘Drop
Dix in behalf of Foster says:
shouted Shell to the peddler, who stood removing the sash, worked him.-ell into
Probably few of the well-intentioned in the middle of the clearing, undecided, the welcome open air. Then he clutchpersons who were so urgent for the com- with his revolver in his hand, while Shell ed those parts of the nankeens which
mutation of Foster’s sentence knew pre- himself was going for the nearest sapling were wounded, and danced towards
The young lady preparing the
cisely what their petitions involved, but a at a rate rarely equaled ; ami I was mak- home.
perusal of prison statistic and reports for ing for some of the steep bluffs on the lamp ill a bade room, was permitted to
the last titty7 years in several states, will bank of the river. The Yankee instead catch a brief glimpse of allying figure in
serve to enlighten them.
Between the of throwing off his pack, started for a the moonlight. The next instant ii was
Jonathan is still
years 1848 and 1868, two hundred and small tree about three rods from where gone and never turned.
fourteen persons were condemned to the he stood, with the pack still on his unwedded.
Auburn state prison for life. Of this shoulders, and the consequence was that
number one hundred and thirty-four were before he had got half wav, the hear had
A Terrible Accident.
pardoned, thirty-four died from natural nearly reached him. The Yankee, himNewburg, N. V., April Id. East night
causes, eight became insane, two com- self, looking over his shoulders as well
mitted suicide, and ten were transferred as lie could with that huge pack bundled the residence of Sylvester Townsend in
to other prisons.
Massachusetts execu- onto him, saw that he could not reach the Matteawan, Dutchess <’••.. was burned;
loss $3,000, insured. This morning, while
tives in that time have pardoned fifty per- tree before lie bear.
So he resolutely
a number of children were plaj ing about
cent. of the life prisoners in that state. turned around,
lacing the now furious the
ruins, the chimney, which had been
Ohio has pardoned forty per cent, and beast, revolver in hand, and before the
Wisconsin thirty-three. No one studies bear could reach him, ho had emptied his left standing, toppled over and buried live
the chances that the law affords more seven shooter in the carcass, and throw- little girls, one of whom named Alice Unclosely than those prone to deeds of vio- ing away his revolver, drew his hunting derhill, aged 11 years, died in a few hours
afterwards. Three others, Mary Coleman
lence. Murderously inclined people, if knife.
life sentences are the only penalties held
Oil seeing the peddler thus hard beset, aged 12, Kate MeKinnin aged 11 and
Elizabeth Sitini aged 13, were seriously
up before their misdeeds, will not be de- both Shell and 1 turned to the rescue, but
injured and will probably die. Kate Coleterred from their bloody purposes, know- too late, lor ere we could reach the
spot,
ing that a pardon will reward a few he had raised upon his hind legs, and de- man was also injured hut will recover.
years patient observance of prison disci- livered a tearful blow at the poor man,
pline and turn them loose to prey upon which struck him on the shoulders, knock/V writer in an
Seasoning Wood.
society again. Imprisonment will hardly ing him tlat on the ground, and then English journal informs us that a small
protect society as well as capital punish- pouncing upon him, began literally to
of nonresinous wood can be seasoned
ment until life sentences are placed be- tear him to pieces. We soon reached the piece
perfectly
by boiling four or live hours, the
fearful scene, and Shell called out to me,
yond the reach of pardon or appeal.
process taking the sap out ot the wood,
saying: ‘Stay where you are. .Joe, amt which shrinks nearly one-tenth in the opSold. An Auburn N. Y. fisherman, a let me lix him.’ lie then advanced with- eration. The same writer states that trees
few days since, while fishing through a in ten yards id' the roaring beast, which felled in full leaf in dune or duly, and
hole in the ice, caught a trout so large he was so buisly engaged in its bloody work allowed to lie until < very leal has fallen,
could not be brought through the orifice. that it did not notice him, then raised his will then l>c nearly dry, as the leaves will
The fisherman, however, gently played ritle to his shoulder, he uttered a low erv not
dropoff themselves until they have
with the fish with one hand while he to attract the bear’s attention ; the beast drawn up and exhausted
nearly all llie
chopped ice with the other, until the open- heard the noise, ceased clawing at his sflp of tile tree. The time required is
ing had been enlarged sufficiently, then victim, and raised its head, then a sharp, from a mouth to six weeks, according to
with a skillful jerk he brought out a dead whiplike report rung through the forest, the dryness or wetness of the weather.
cat with a brick on its neck, the entire and the bear dropped on his side, dead.
The floor ot a mill laid with poplar so
We rushed up to the peddler
prize weighing over nine pounds. The
expecting treated and cut up, and put in place in
profanity that ensued eatsed a heavy to see life extinct, but no he was still alive less than a month after the leaves fell,
thaw for sixty rods in all directions.
and breathing.
has never shown the slightest shrinking.
or

a
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ol 1859, wishing to go
plains, I started from St. Louis
with an emigrant train,
consisting of
about titty teams and one hundred and
seventy-five men, women and children.
We reached Denver, Col., without an accident, where I left them, to pursue their
journey straight through to Calitornia.
while I, with several companions, struck
across the mountains,
through the southwestern part of Dakota, now
Wyoming,
intending to go to Virginia City, Montana,
where a great gold excitement was then
raging.
One ot my companions. Shell
Murry by
name, was formerly niv chum, while we
hunted and scouted through that same
region ot country, about five or six years
before. 1 met him at Denver and easily
persuaded him to accompany me to the
mines. Ho was tic most expert shot that
I ever saw in ail my frontier travels, and
was universally acknowledged the same.
across

out

just hanging

was

up the mop alter scrubbing the kitchen
door, when dear blundering old Reuben
scuffled across the threshold with his torn
paper bags, scattering dried leaves like
an Autumn wind, and
leaving muddt
moccasins tracks at every step.
Before
those clumsy footprints Mrs. Hinkle’s feeling forbearance fled. The herbs her husband trusted might prove a narcotic acted
upon her as a powerful irritant.
“Reuben Hinkle !” said she, bracing her
aching back against the pump, “how much
longer do you think I’m going to wash
floors for you to litter?”
“There, there! now don’t fret,” pleaded
Reuben, “I’ll sweep it tip. You do putter
round tnore’n you’re able, that’s a fact
You know I’m ready and willintr to hire a
girl any day.”
“A girl smouehing my ]>aint!” cried
Mrs. Hinkle, in wrath. “Put down the
broom, Reuben, you’ve made tracks
enough. Your folks shall never have that
handle, that 1 spend your money on hired

the announcement
dead body was found near the west
school house.
%
The house is located in an inelosure of
hall an acre, just at tli“ west s-i>It; of the
ITiis inelosure is surrounded on
town.
three sides by dwellings, the west side
abutting a woods pasture.
Diagonally
aero.-s this inelosure, and running very
‘What can we do tor von?’ I asked
ol
the
school
near the corner
house, is an
him. He shook his head and said, ‘Nothing.
In
unused railway cut, two feet deep.
My time lias come, hoys, and I must di“ ; this cut and immediately iu the rear of the
[ feel it.
Oh, why didn’t t go to the slates school house, about 8 o’clock the
body of
when 1 was in Denver. The ‘almighty
what was at the time snap rued to be a
dollar,’ that spirit of gain which has imstrange woman was found, the lower
pelled me since 1 was a hoy, has at length part of the face and the neck so eaten
I
ruin.
was
not
satisfied
with
proved my
away by hogs as to make it indeed a horriray fortune, I wanted more, more.
ble sight. The excitement ran high, and
is
the
ot
In this pack
wealth
years’ conjecture was on tiptoe ; but even conhard toil and labor.
Every trip I made
jectures furnished no clue to the identity
through these mountains in search m ot the victim or the murderer. A messenmore gold I determined should lie my
ger was immediately dispatched for the
last, and that on reaching im starting coroner, J. M. John, ot Metamora. HunI
would
East
and
my
go
enjov
point
dreds came mu! looked, and turned from
wealtli ; but i was never satisfied, and the
appalling sight and compared their
now 1 have reached lliis miserable end. i
vague conjecture until about noon, when
have no need for the gold now : ii is yours : the
body was identified as that of Mrs
divide it between you when I am dead : Elizabeth
Hedges, widow of David .1
I have no other friends.’
who was killed at his farm, near
Hedges,
He closed his eyes for a few moments,
Panola five years ago next May.
and then raising his hand and placed il on
Mrs. Hedges lived with her family "l
his brow, he cried :
Is this death ? Must
four or five children in tin* south part'd
f die now? Oh (iod, save, save!'
Ilithe town, more than a mi a trom the scene
arm
fell on his breast, a gurgling sound of
the mu alei
During Saturday she left
was heard in his throat, a few gasps, and
home to come up town, with the expectaour Yankee companion was dead.
tion of going to meeting at night, a guar‘That’s too bad.’ said Shell, drawing
terly meeting of the Methodist Episcopal
his coat-sleeve across hi- eyes.
T lu-ll ve
Bechurch
in session at the time.
the man was made out ot the real un;i; tween being
and t o’clock in the afternoon, in
he died ‘game’ anvhow.’
one of the stares she received 8loti, which
It is no use to describe to you wounds with
perhaps a little change she had liethat caused his death,
i hope you will
fore, and some small collections made in
never see the like as long as you live.
behalf of the church, at lonnled in all to
Suffice to sav that we buried him beneath about sU.ao.
\lrs. Hedges was one of the
the spreading branches of a juniper tree,
collectors tor the M 'Hindis' church, tint
within the precincts of a track ot land the
*|:i;> was her own funds. She took
that would remind, one of tie-Harden of
supper lit the residence of :'. Mrs. Gould, a
Eden.
s'loit distance trom ihe place when
tier
The pack contained al out ten thousand dead 1
nnly was found. She left Gould’s
dollars’ worth of gold dust and
:
iggels
house about
o’clock, remarking that she
no
wonder the poor fellow groaned bewas going to call at a Mr. Wood's, and
ids
load.
We
divided
tin*
neath
heavy
trom there she would go to church, 'finsum between us and returned to Denver,
is the i ist that was -ecu of her alive
lie:
where I left Shell and returned home
com sc to Wood's led directly past the
school house.
The body wi u I mud Imre indi. tiions
Proficiency in Man-of-War Drill.
In an accountnf tin* cruise ol' the I'nited ! that tlie throat bad been cut, an I also that
I
bci n struck >r beaten with
States ship Narragansctt, lately published the head had
Dr. < 'rawfonl, ol Kut iT.a, mad
in the Army and Nayv .1 mrnal, is a -ta!e- ] a club.
an examination, and arrived at the
m
nient respecting the proficiency ot
the
w una.t had
drill in operations of taking in and mak- | elusion that the unfortunate
been rendered inset>ib|o by a blow on tin
ing sail, sending down and sending a inf! j bead, and that to make assurance
i
doubly
spars, etc., that will rather astonish our
“old salts,” familiar as they are wit! tin* sure the perpeti .a!'ir if the crime hud tin u
I
cut her throat.
efficiency of man-o'-wa- drill. The acTin* first suspicion id ill parties was
count referred to says:
that the crime hail been committed lor
“The ship at sea with everything sel
as that which Mrs.
:
Hedge- wialow and aloft, has shortened all -ail in money
knowu to have on her person was missing
two minutes, and ovule all sail a,rm:i in
three minutes—reducing sail from royals. During the examination of tin body tm
iiientilie itiou. hoyvcver, a letter yvas found
She can double-reel her topsails in two
and a half minutes from the order, in roy- j fastened to the yvaman's under-clothing in
such a manner as to denote a desire huals, until topsails are hoisted, and with all
lls concealment.
This letter yvas without
sail on, she can shorten sail, reef all ll ree
!
address or signature, and while not
and make all sail again in lifteccn dale,
that

temper ot a fly”—which, indeed, was
quite true. Rut as the week wore on with

bringing the coveted vision of her husband at tier feet, the effervescence of her
mood was fast subsiding, when the rumor
that Miss Phebe was wielding her domestic seep:i e agitated it anew.
Pretty work
it was, to lie crowded out, of her own
home by his folks! She knew not why
Reuben did not come. What if lie should
never come?
For the first time this
thought intruded itself, and in her anguish
sin1 sought relief in the
camphor bottle.
What right had Phebe in her kitchen solacing Reuben with delectable cookery,
when he should have been hungering in
solitude after his wile ? She declared such
conduct would provoke a saint, though
she did not give her authority for this conviction.
One tiling was sure.
Phebe
should not have the washing of her teaspoons, and without delay Mrs. Hinkle
sent a juvenile Tripp to remove these and
other personal valuables, choosing the
dinner hour for the errand, that the scenic
effect might be greater.
When Mr.
Hinkle was forced to stir his tea with a
fork, perhaps lie would be in more haste
to conciliate his wife! The plan was well
laid ; hut it failed in the execution through
the tardiness ol little .Joe. who, having a
woodchuck to attend to on the way, did
not reach hi- uncle’s till the remains of
tin' dinner lay cold on the pan'ry-shelf,
and Mr. Hinkle was half a mile away at
his afternoon plowing.

1.

state ot excitement by

without yeast, so was he without
“He needed lier too keep him
up,” he said pathetically, and though tortures would not have wrung from her the
confession, it was equally true that Laviny
needed him to keep her down. Some
leaven is safest hidden in its three measures of meal. Certainly, in her husband’s
presence, Mrs. Hinkle had been a patient
Griselda compared to what she now was,
freed from home restraints. She fretted
and turned in an explosive manner, rising
in unwonted fermentation in the Tripp
household. She hated his folks, she hated
Reuben for not hating them, she hated
herself for having borne tlieir interference
so long, and declared she had not “the

answer.

1

him.

Cultivating,.yy
Horse-hoeing, 1 1-2 day,
; ja
Harvesting,.13 50
Husking,.
00

cheese in mud-time ?”

Transcript. April

Sunday '.Horning, just before the
tolling bells failed the po. .pie to their respective places of worship, the Usually
guict town ot Eureka was thrown into a
Oil

dough is
Laviny.

make
Miss Phebe’s
to

"’

If the dog is property why not tax him
to pay the loss on sheep, if not, then kill

5(1

a

tempered, and spitting out at me. It’s
only a way she has, and comes of her en-

575.167.

20 cords of manure at $5 per cord,
$100; onethird charged to corn crop,
$84 00
3 days hauling manure, $13 50; one-third
charged to corn crop,
4 37
Spreading, 3 days, $4 50; one-third charged
to com crop,.'.
4 yy
Ploughing, 4 days,.1125
Harrowing, 1 1-2 day..4
Planting 3 days,.aim
Hand-hoeing, 3 days,.4 50

cabbage-head—

week’s visit.
without being set on,” said he, leaning on his hoe in
the favorite attitude adopted by scarecrow-.
“Yes, T really think she is,” he
went on, weighing the proposition deliberately. “Not that I mind her being spry-

limping from dog bites in early
after losing 27 sheep from hrs first
flock, shot a dog found feeding on the carcasses of 12 lambs and was fined tin
price
of six sheep.
In Maine reliable estimates state that the
annual loss of sheep killed by dogs is 5,530.
At this rate ten years give 55,300 valued at
$110,600. A big sum for a poor State to
pay out for a lot of worthless curs saying
nothing about $10,000 per year for board
and other damages.
Massachusetts had in 1840,378,226 sheep;
in 1860, only 113,111 and about 160,000
dogs. In ten years of that time the wool
crop depreciated nearly $500,000, a tax of
50 cents per annum, paid by the wool growers on each dog.
Mew York estimates 50,000 sheep killed
annually by dogs, worth $175,000. Ohio,
in 1858, 96,967 sheep by a correct account
given by the assessors had been killed and
injured by dogs, a loss to the fanners in that
year of $146,758.
Twenty-two counties
(in the same State), from 1846 to 18.58 the
number of sheep decreased 306,637,
owing
entirely to the ravages of the dogs.
In Missouri, Mr. G. \V. Kenney states
that more than 100 persons arc reported to
have died in the year 1870 by that awful
disease hydrophobia, caused bv the bite of
mad dogs.
Another account says that nine
die annually in the city of St. Louis from
the same disease. In 32 counties ill one
vear 10,602 sheep have been killed
by dogs.
It is estimated that there are in the State
460.000 dogs. The food to keep one do r
will keep a hog in a thriving condition,
which, at the end of twelve months, will
weigh 200 pounds, making for the whole
number of dogs 92,000,000 pounds of pork,
which, at six cents per pound would amount
to $5,520,000,
nearly twice the value of all
the school houses in the State, and more
than twice the amount used by the State
for all school purposes.
In 1862 there were in round numbers
23.000. 000 sheep in the loyal States; loss of
injured and killed by dogs, $1,575,167.
At the same date there were said to be
3.000. 000 dogs in the loyal States. Cost of
keeping, one year, $30,000,000. Add to this
the loss of sheep killed and
Injured by dogs,
$1,575,167, and you have the sum of 831,-

northern

as a

“Laviny’s putchiky enough

paper,

Corn

serene

which betokened

youth,

The

as

Hinkle, whoaing Dobbin.
“Mercy on us ! is Laviny going

which,indeed,his wife often said he resembled.
Laviny’s tantrums troubled him
about as much as a mosquito’s buzzing
would trouble an elephant: but he thought
they were kind of wearing to her, and
that she “came to quicker” alone. So he
left her swinging herselt seasick in the
rocker, and shuffled off to the garden with help.”
a hoe and a pint dipper of peas.
At the
“You’re rather hard on ’em, Laviny,”
said Mr. Hinkle: “they mean well by you.
gale he met Miss Niddlins.
“And how’s your poor wile?” said she Here’s Phebe, now, been and sent
you
She suffered with a chronic
sniffling.
something stillin';. I told her what a 1)7.7.
cold in her head, which gave her an ex- your nerves had been in lately.”
“So you’ve been running me down to
tremely sympathetic manner.
Able to be stirring,” replied Mr. your folks !’’ cried Mrs. Hinkle, glaring at
Hinkle, shuffling on his brown leather her husband. “After all I’ve stood from
moccasins.
Even a cabbage head may yon, Reuben, it’s too much!”
be, as it usually is, ruffled inside, and
Mr. Hinkle was a mild man—mild as
deep in his slow-beating heart Mr. Hinkle milk: but even the sweetest milk will
was annoyed at the sight of Miss Niddlins
sometimes turn sour in a thunder storm,
and the embroidered
bed-ticking bag and oft-recurring matrimonial tempests

county, sheep raising destroyed by depre-

dogs

Folks.

“I can’t stand it, and what’s more, I
won’t,” said little Mrs. Hinkle, clutching
the1 liars of her uncomfortable old cage of
a rocking chair.
Mr. Hinkle placidly hung up his almanac, and went out to sow the early peas.
He could stand almost anything, and yet

A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal
lias prepared for that paper a few examples
of the profit there is in dogs!
Florida, Putnam county, no sheep raised
here. Nearly every negro, and many whites
keep a lot of worthless ctirs called hunting
dogs, hut all the hunting qualities known
are, they will destroy a flock of sheep in 20
minutes.
North Carolina, Carver county, 20 per
cent, oi sheep killed by dogs.
Stanley

sheep.

Appleton’s Journal.
Defeat.

lie took her hand and looked at her;
No sound did that deep stillness stir,
Even the weary, wandering rain
Had ceased to beat upon the pane;
Only about her perfect mouth
V sigh, more faint than the faint south
Hovered, a moment’s space, and then
Died into nothingness again.

Profit of Dogs.

dations of dogs.
Georgia, Cobb county, 50

From the Peoria
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mutton.

;
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short, though exceedingly neat, iiead; forehead covered with wool, and face and legs
with gray or brown hair.
The fleece is
rather short, of good felting quality, equal
to half-blood Merino, but superior for
flannel, &c., and should he solid and compact, and of uniform quality throughout,
without projecting hairs.
The carcass should be straight, with
well-sprung ribs and broad level back, having wide quarters, deep flank and wellThis being held in higher
packed twist.
esteem than any other breed for the production of superior mutton, the full and
perfect developement of carcass is deemed
of the highest importance.
The Hampshire Downs are coarser in
form and fleece, with black faces and legs.
The Shropshire Downs are a cross between tiie Southdowns and long wools—a
large brejd, with long coarse wool, in form
resembling the Cotswold, with black faces
and legs.
In regard to this matter ot the color of
the faces and legs, it is remarkable that
while the Southdowns which stand at the
head of all these varieties, have, as before
observed, brown or gray colors in these
parts—their crosses on other breeds will
frequently show black faces and legs.
When the object is to keep a small flock
for mutton, rams of this variety are found
exceedingly profitable to cross on ewes of
almost any other breed.
But the nearer
they go to the pure blood the better tfie

tains all the elements or substance of the
food or litter consumed by live stock except
those which are assimilated by the animal
and converted into flesh, bones, milk, &<■.
The quantity and quality of manure so made
vary according to the inode pursued in consuming the food and litter. If much fodder
and litter be used, and a small amount of
green food (turnips, mangold-wurzels, and
other roots) consumed, as in the case of
wintering young >tock. the manure will be
large in quantity, but inferior in quality. If
both straw and green food be abundantly
supplied, the manure will be both bulky and
of good quality.
If. however, we add to
plenty of straw and green food, a large
amount of grain or oil cake, the quality of
the manure is so greatly improved as to be
considered by some more than equivalent for
any loss sustained from feeding so expensive
food. Again the circumstances under which
the food and litter are consumed very materially street the quality of the manure.
Thus if consumed in open courts, (barnyards') the manure necessarily contains a
large quantity of rain-water, which, if not
absorbed bv a corresponding supply of dry
litter, must pass through and away from it,
thus dissolving out much soluble matter,
and, as a matter of course, greatly deteriorating the quality of the manure. No doubt
this liquid may be collected in tanks and
preserved from loss; still it is much oftener
allowed to run to waste, while the solid
manure is so greatly diminished in quality,
that a much greater quantity is required to
produce results equal to those obtained from
manure made under cover.
I he most perfect mode of making manure. is that practiced by Mr. Mechi of
Tiptreehab. The whole of iiis cattle, sheep and
pigs are kept under cover, on spared (latticed ) wooden flooring, which permits their
droppings to fall through the opening into
cellars or chambers beneath.
In order to
accomplish this more effectually, the straw
is cut up into short lengths, saturated with
liquid oil-cake, or linseed, and growing
grain, and in this wav used solely as food,
no bedding
being required. This system
has been assailed by a host of writers, in no
measured terms, as preposterous in every
point of view, as expensive iu its working,
and unsatisfactory in ils results, and contrary to the nature of animals so fed. These
points of course must he decided not by theory, but by prolonged experience; and,
probably, it would be better to delay judgment in such matters until personal
experience of trustworthy and competent practical men has furnished sufficient data to
With regard to
argue the matter fairly.
that point, which lies iu the way of this
arliele, namely, the value made by Mr.
Meechi's plan, it appears to the writer a
self-evident proposition, that, the manure so
obtained must, from the absence of anything like active fomentation, be superior
to all other kinds derived from the
ordinary
modes pursued, just in proportion to the
loss sustained from fermentation
lay one or
theotheroftlipse. The quantities is now
recognized as a tolerably accurate test of its
value, so that any mode which is most
effectual in preventing its escape is to lie
considered the best.
Manure made from Mr. Meehi’s system
and the box-feeding system, although very
different in mechanical condition, is vet so
far similar in construction in this respect,
that the ammonia i> prevented from escaping. In the former it is the latent and nonvolatile state, while in the latter, although
In a more developed condition, vet, the
treading to which the manure is subjected
has the mechanical effect of retaining It, in
the manure. The former manure is in the
form of a thick poultice-like mass, without
much smell; while Imx-mauure is
usually
rank, unotious, an 1 bulky when turned
over, emitting a highly disagreeable odor.
These different conditions have a considerable influence in determining the value
of such manures in a practical point of
view.
We shall now proceed to the more
practical objects of luquir ng, tlrst. into tin*
quantity of manure voided bv different animals
fed upon various kinds of food;
secondly,
as to the amount ol
manure-making materials produced by the soil under various
systems of cultivation; and lastly into the
best modes of managing and
applying manure to laud.”
Breeds

Western Tragedy.

A

Farm, Garden,and Household,

j
\

!

|

that direction.
The letter had a great
don to say about the fact that Abraham,
the lather ol the laithfui. was not confined
to one wife, and that Solomon had nuinermis concubines, and m ire of the same
sort of sttilf.
The rinding of this letter
led to a neyv train of suspicions
Shortly
after the fact earn-- out that the wife id
Rev. T <*. Workman li i come home, between 9 and Id o'clock
n .Saturday evening, rvith her face set melmil and bloody.
ami in; being ipiesii.ne'd e-- .unfed in it
bv saying that she ii id fallen on the -id
walk
Shortly .liter norm on .Sunday em-onei
dolm arrived and empaneled a jury, and
proceeded to in investigation. i’he taels
yve have detailed above
yy-ere proven.
\
boy named Roller |. -liti.nl dial he oy
two women stan hag together on the side
walk on the ea-l -idenl tin
hool-house
about S o'clock on Satur-Iov.
I nc Re
Mr. Workman yvas tln-n )daeed on dm
stand, and aekno h ilgeri to il he yva- im
author ol the lelb r. and -bited ill at Inil to Mr-, if bo-- :,i -i prayer meet
ga v
iug -'i! Ids ehurch 111 * 11 lyyo weeks age
lb- denied any eriminal inline:
yvilh the
murdered woman, but wasn't able to 01
■it least didn't. s| lie With
iy
degre. Il
yy a
leriniteness, what Ids pm pi■

riling i(.
During the .d'tcruo m Mr- W irkni iu
yy:
brought to die hall where tin- mp !,■-■
was
being held, but on being placed .m
the stand proceeded at once to taint ayva.y
yv

She yvas removed to a lion e te- ir by a- l
tin l tinting rep uteri at
-imv, ami thus lar il has been nap .--dd.
to

secure

impression

tiiat site

her testimony

Tim general

among the

people
is ••shamming.”
Hedges, lie Mill; 1

Mrs.
all ul

was

sented as
muscular.

id wkn i-

I, woman,
in.I i rcpi
and
being execolinglv n
■

to years of

ige.

■■

Mr-. \\ .:Um.i.i i.im: tin*
and lias a f uilih "I
\ <-Iiil<11. n.
th.‘ ynimgps! an ini'int.
a lledgi's.
She
< >ne l
heor.v of tic 'illird.•: is th ,i <)i
rli >.. 1
dently lie [ tile 1 11 I r
house, that the two worn, u had a pill re I
and that
Me
Workman -Ini k Air
same age

Hedges

with

which she

a

i-Iut>

or

piece

ol

hoar.I

•! up on tic
"I
.iiiii
Hie moment, and
hat ilc l.io ■, wa
t lien 11
fatal on..', an! lie
.1 t lc
id I In'- elg.i I In- vai !
body over I he lene.
to tiie place where it was found, and till
\' a a a' tlcon and I lie
cut the throat
one which seeim ! '.. tied the mo :
I
lievers, was that Mrs. He Ig.--, Inn! ag.
Io Iniy M. \\
nan's
.. in
regai
!o the intima v between her and Work-

pick.

■■

and that th"
was drawn t.>i
tliat purpose; that the parties met
ap
man,

pointmem

le

puv and re., rive the

m.ni.w

that Mrs. Workman intended murder and
induced the dead v nman to go I. Iiia.i tin
.'chon! house on die pi. a ot its greater
privaev and there deliberately committ- I
the eriiiie.
The village is full of rum >rs.
but these seem to he the salient points ol
the ease. When we lefl there last evening
the jury were -till waiting in hope ol obtaining the testimony of Mrs Workman
Puesidknt M.UviS'i;

At a dinner party
in lhis city to-day. w here a large
number of politicians were pr. .ail. among
them six republican members ot Congress, the name of Speaker Blaine was
proposed for the next. lYesidcncv. It was
received with much enthusiasm, evert
prison present endorsing Blaine and
drinking to his suceess. This is significant
from the tael that the Congressmen present represent six different Stales, and are

given

prominent and inlliienlial politicians

It
lias also become known here that the it.'
publican, the official organ ol the Administration, is tor (Jen. Butler as a first
choice and Blaine second. Butler’s friends
claim that this course of the Republican
inspired at the White House. [Washing
ton correspondence Boston Post.
Kill, ask or Miis. Minis. Lucctta M vers
of the lioodi ifli a flair w., -el at lilieil v on
Monday—it being evid t that she knows
nothing of the murder ol (loodrieh. The
“other woman" who had been sought for
lias not been found as yet.
Ii is believed
she was the cause ofthe (toodi ieh murder,
as she had threatened liim beeanse he h id
turned her out ol iloois.

Probably no prisoner
through a smaller hole than

ever

escaped
Maryland
day placed on trial
the

or who was the otln
in lialiimore for emher/.led fundThe
indietnient charged that he had taken the
money “Irudenty,” the two letters a and
1 being omitted.
The prisoner’s counsel

churned that this was not legally Knglish,
and the objection was sustained
Mr
trieen was diseinirged. and now walks
the streets with the proud consciousness
that he did not take money fraudulently.’’
Money ani> Okkick. You lind kings
and priests alike always inventing expedients to gel money. You find kings and

priests alike always inventing pretexts lo
gain power. If you want to write a practical history ol the Middle Ages, and to
trace the real reasons of the things thd
actually happened, investigate first the
history of the money, and then of the
ijuarrels for office net territory. [Huskin.

Terrible

Catastrophe.

The

Stomv, n>\. Conn.. April 1!). A dreadIni disaster occurred this morning on llie

steamboat train hence tor Boston. The
S earner S onington arrived here about 2
"Y!ook tliis A. 71. and about oiie liundred
and seveutv passengers took the 2.Ho
'clock train troni this place to tor Providence :e i! Boston.
At Richmond switch a dam across a
small mill stn tin had been carried av.ay.
leti i:ig a torce ut water 1'roin Emm's Pond,
which supplies the water for the grist
mill, down upon the railroad bridge, located

out HOf) feet distant,

a

washing it
Xo

completely

awav.

lived near the Pond, so that the
away of the dam was not known
until tlie train, freighted with 170 souls
was thrown into the chasm made
by the
swollen stream. One ol the iron rails on
tiie opposite track was driven
completely
through the engine.
The engineer, William Guile, of Providence, and the fireman. GeorgeEldvidge.
of Kingston, were burned to a
at
mie

breaking

crisp

their posts, and their charred remains
were taken from the wrecked
engine. It
was
impossible to give the names of all
the killed as their laces are so disfigured
that they will have lo be identified bv
friends.
Seven bodies have been recovered.
STATEMENT Ol

A

I'ASSKNtt KR.

Boston. April IP. Mr. (). B. Thorn, ol
\“vv York, who with I:is wife was in the
« ar next
the rear, the oars following the

baggage ear being an emigrant ear.
ing ear and two passenger ears.

smok-

THE CRASH.

Then*

signal heard, to show the
approach of danger. The

was no

Modoc

War.

The accounts from the lava beds for the
past week have been of a seties of engagements with the savages, and a continual hemming of them in. Cavalry, infantry and artillery have been employed,
the latter dropping Shell
among them, and
making their positions exceedingly uncomhtriable. A number ot the
savages
have been killed.
A report, which as
yet
lacks ( ontinnation, is to the effect that the
Indians have escaped to a new and more
inaccessible location. The
following despatches will give an idea of the manner
in which the war is conducted—
Law Beds, April 10.
During tin1 night tin* Modoc’s position
remained the same as they occupied at
sunset yesterday.
This morning a hotly
contested tight took place on Col. Greene’s
left. The Indians endeavored to get to
the lake for water, but our troops succeeded in keeping them away.
At 7 o’clock,
A. M. a despatch from Col. Mason’s
camp
was received
saying that some of the Mo-

doc’s had passed out on his left and were
then on his flank and rear.
During the
night the mortars under the command of

Major Thomas opened lire on the Modoc
camp, which was kept up and very much
annoyed the Indians, who could be heard
yelling and shouting at an awful rate from
the south to the hike.
Only part of the

Modoes could havd: got out on Col. Mason’s left, and the Indians can be heard
in the vicinity of Jack’s cave
The mortars, which have ceased tiring since daylight, have been ordered to a new position within soo yards of the cave and near
the lake.

presence or
tiis! and the la>t thing known was a
About 1o’clock Cols. Greene and Mashock that threw people out ot their scats,
followed by a dull crash as forward ears son. with their commands, effected a junction, which entirely cut oil' the Modoes
w< re being piled up in the ravine.
After this movement
Idie ear in which >-.he informants were I from the water.
was not
broken, and with as littte delay | was etf-'cted occasional firing was heard
at different parts of the lino.
It was de»<
possible every one got out. A scene }
cided not to push our men on the Indian
ol mos: .twin! character was
presented.
It seems that the bridge over the ravine stronghold, as we might lose many men
had been carried away by tin* breaking without killing an Indian, whereas, if we
ol a dam. some iitile wa\ above, which could keep them from the water they
would have to leave their position. We
guarded a pond of -ome g.”> acres.
could not find them in a stronger otic.
nil' SKELETON !’. RI1>< F.
Our losses in the two days’light have
l'hc
mire bridge had evidently been
been live killed and ten wounded. The
eari i- d n w,-: v. leaving nothing but a
sup- only ollirter yet wounded is Lieut. Egan,
111cs- line of rails.
The ravine is aliout a flesh wound in the left
leg, and he is dofeet
-I"
in width, and owing to the rapidity ing well.
The junction has been formed
with v lira
train \v i- going (some
et ween Greene's right and Mason's left,
’■ ■< per Iran
Ihirtv-liw
) tin* engine had five Indians arc reported killed ; of these
'■aped eor.iol: u-'\ over 11i^ space and we i ave some scalps. None of our killed
was high and
o' wounded have vet fallen into the hands
dry on the other side.
Hie
age ears and emigrant ear.
ot the Indians.
It is evident that if our
togeilier will* the platform ears, had men can hold their
position on the hike
'mashed up in an indiscriminate heap. whon* the .Modoes will have to
surrender.
The Forward trucks of the firs? of the two There is at
present a heavy fire of muss
i'ei);”
ears,
had
slid
it
out,
were,
p
ketry near the lake shore, and the Indians
irom unde :lw ear, and left that onlv ::re evidently
lighting for the water.
partial•:i'in water, and diseonneeted Every one who has seen our troops in act
!rom am 1!: m
mer part of the
rain.
tion speak ol them in the highest terms.
1 i:i:ka, April 17. Mr. Costello,a
:IF WRl'.CK IN I I.AMES.
special
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Almost at once, before hardly any aid
could he given to those wounded, tliceonHi-ed heap •>! broken ears was discovered
‘<>
he in flames and according to our intoriimrs tin* lire which at tirst appeared
tin1 size of a man’s body, over-ran ‘lie
whole heap and spread to the
partially
wrecked passenger ear.
As soon
the
last two ears
pos>i’*!e
were
uncoupled .and pushed back, and attention at once given to those imprisoned
in the wreck.
One ot tin- ears, the emigrant, had, in falling, split open, so that
people were submerged in the water, ami
in some eases, when not i>ad!v injured,

could climb
RK<

out.

»V F. RIN (;

THE WOI'NUKI).

work : Early Wednesday morning,
the Modoes had a big lire in their
camp.

day's

WILLIAM

IloRRIRJ.E

\

I

ATE.

In tie; former of the two passenger cars,
several wen* firmly wedged in, and this

became almost, a once enwrapped in
flames. Hard as men worked, and with
fhi* imploring faces, and piteous
appealtor help betoi"* their
eyes and in their
ears, they did work like giants, it was impossible to stand before the lire, and they
were torecd to leave tin* car to its
fat*?,

ear

with

the

sad

knowledge

that

two

men

yet in : a live. ()n< ,,f these Mr.
Timm believes to 1)0 a Mr. Alien, of Providence, as he was seen by him in tin* ear,
and is reported as
missing The other
man is unknown.
were

1’IU.Y

ESTIMATE

THAT

|H

OR

pg

WERE

KIU.F1>.

In spite of all exaggerated accounts,
neither Mr. or .Mrs Thorn think that over
ten or twelve were killed.
Th v are certain «»l oid\ -*ven, and think the
mortuary
list will exceed that number but little, if

any.
■I

R\'EI>

AT THEIR POSTS.

The body <>! the engineer was in th**
cab of the engine, burned up.
The head
u as
laving out <»l tin* window, tis if the
engine, ;• had been looking ahead, with
In- hand on tin* valve, and the lirenmnfs
>d\ w a on the opposite side with a stick
•'I wom i in his hand.
It is supposed they
Wete
Killed ! > V ’I;.1 elid of tile tender, (*1
by scaping steam, as a rail lorn Irom the
ii'ifiv by lie* engine, striking the
opposite
bam., had gone through the. boiler.
1

The

Bank

of

England Forgeries.

I
recovery- of nearly a quarter of a
oiilli-i: ol doli:ir« oflT.'s. bonds which
had been obtained by McDonald alias
Kidvvel! -mi.I associates in the late Hank of
I ai: land forgeries. was made on Tuesday.
II
that oil March loth a
0|" :!
person
calling hiniscll ft Hossiug. brought ;i
trunk, -aid to contain wearing apparel,
old and in u-c. to the otlice of tin- North
A 1 antic I.xpress (’o.. London, which trunk
v

addressed

is

to

Majoi- (tp,q. Mathews.

NTcw York, and to lie kept in bond until
called lor. I he trunk reached here March
-Olh ami was kept in bond until
Saturday
last, when a woman calling herself Mrs.
Leo. Mathews, presented an order
duly
signed lor
delivery. Meanwhile the
counsel for the Hank ot England received

information as to the trunk and it
detained until to-day, when under an
order ol the Supreme Court it was opened.
It contained wearing apparel, old and in
use. two gold watches, miscellaneous articles. and three packages of If. S. o-gt,
•oine

wu-

and |o-|o bonds amounting to $220,9,r»0.
The bonds were found to be identical in
•!a-s, amount and numbers with those advertised bv the Hank of England to have
been obtained by the Bid well
forgers.
A PoOK Ixvkstmknt.

tlie

most

Probably one ot
complete surprises recently re-

in the newspapers was that which
young manat Hamilton, Ohio, experienced last week. He was a native of
Poland, and came to this country about
a year
ago to make a home. In the usual
fashion he laid up money, secured a good
place, and not long ago sent to Poland
a
large part of his funds to a beautiful
young girl who bad agreed to come over
and be ids wile as soon as he should send
lor her.
Impatiently he wailed until a
telegram from New York informed him
of her arrival there and of the hour when
she would he at Hamilton. At that hour
he was at the depot.
She emerged from
the ears accompanied
by a nice young
man who did not seem to consider himself
at ail out ol
place. To avoid misunderstanding she introduced the stranger as
her husband, and explained matters to the
astonished settler of Hamilton.
Recovering early from her laney for him she had
married this fellow, and ever since had
been pining for America.
The money
that he sent over so kindly she had used
for that purpose, and they had come all
the way from New York to Hamilton to
thank him lor it. They were not really
welcome, and the young exile does not
consider the investment a good one ; hut
is a
surprise the affair surpasses even the
varied adventures that the Enoch Ardens
of the world have suffered or survived.

ported

a

Somebody pul gunpowder in the furnace of
the Baptist church in East Corinth, and when
the sexton made lib fire on Sunday morning
I here was an explosion, and he and the elniroh
•had a narrow escape from demolition.
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Grab.

Press and the Pulpit.

The

Mr. Jewett's letter, from which
lish extracts to-day, is the most

Letter

Letter from

Boston

Rockland.

Generalities.

Correspondence oftlie Journal.
Correspondence of the Journal.
tri-angular light has arisen in
Mi>. Herrick of Surry, 78 rears of age, w
found dead in bed a few duvs ago.
Rockland, April 21.
Boston, April 21.
Poland, something like the three cornerThe City Marshal question has been settled.
and forcible review of
Tin New York Post thinks that Captain .Jack
ed duel related by Capt. Marryatt. On one
‘•Oh, fora thousand tongues!” (women’s,
Tin? supporters of the salary increase were simply had an attack of‘•emotional insanity.”
to
rail
this
steal
which
lias
fallen under onr side of the contest at the natural seaport too,)
against
salary
monstrosity, in
out handsomely, and their candidate
The sa'vry ol the M .vor of P !l
i ha- beei.
notice. Coming as it does from a gentle- is ranged Rev. Mr. Buck, of the Park the shape of Spring cleaning. The bright whipped
tci ier d his resignation, thinking, no doubt, as
inereuM d Irom $1500 •.. $2500.
man of his position, and from one who
warm days which have at last been dealt
street Unitarian church, who on Master
a $1000 salaried Marshal he was not a success.
Tiie fortifications a' Halifax are to he com.
lias been so thoroughly devoted to the Sunday preached a sermon
attacking the out by the change ot feelings in the There are more bright laurels for him to win m plcted at a cost to the Imperial Government ot
500,000
pounds sterling.
republican party and so staunch a friend ceremonials and observances of the Episco- weather clerk, have developed the mania the shipyard, than at the head of the police deP» I*. Brack ley was appointed MarTightv laborers h ire !■ ft the western part ot
of (fen. Grant, it has great
significance. pal and other churches, a discourse which, to a fearful extent; and there isn’t a con- partment.
New

That the moral sense ol the, country revolts at the bare faced swindle is being
made apparent everywhere in the most

ceivable space in or about the Hub. where
dwells the shadow, even, of a female, that

bound to say, was not conceived or
expressed in the host taste. This was
published in the Portland Daily Press, in
accordance with the custom which that
paper has ot giving place occasionally to
we arc

decided manner, and one of the most
forcible protests against it, in the name of
the national honor, is that under notice.
Air. Jewett distributes the blame among
all concerned in the passage and approval
of the bill, but in our judgment he
by no

is not turned inside out.

discourses from each and all the city pulThen comes Rev. Asa Dalton, Rec-

Carpets of cvcry
hue and variety of pattern living from
the house-tops, give the city rather a
doubtful nationality; while broom dustpan and slop pail are indisputably the

tor of St.

coat of arms at the present time.

pits.

Stephens, with
attacking the sermon

letter to the Press
as of mischievous
tendencies, and censuring the Press for
its publication.
These make the three
sides of the controversy. But it spreads

places the greater part of it where
it belongs.
A fair consideration of all
that belongs to the question will show
that neither the Senate nor the House, the
means

a

think for

from Afaine in either branch,

delegation
nor Speaker

moment of the actual

Just

misery

A whole week

of “just a bite at the kitchen tabic” for
the poor lord ol the mansion, who would
gladly "llee from the wrath” il he could
find

prayers
iations of Fast Day could not stay it. At
a
conference
meeting in the Pavson
Memorial Church, it was brought up,

Blaine can be fairly saddled
witli anything like the proportion
of
blame which tails in another direction.
On t he last day of the session, the Speaker
is overwhelmed with cares, and came t.

a

in the several households!

like circles in the water when a stone is
thrown in.
Even the
and humil-

sufficient portion of his wardrobe to

a

make

presentable

a

appearance.

Alas!

those delicate new nether garments are
astride the attic banisters; best eoi.t

Brunswick to work in the Boston burnt
district.

“dial, and tin* hash is settled, whether

to every
satisfaction time alone ran determine.
*i(‘ Reading Room Association is to make
another ettorf to get upon its hgs. The Thom-

on- '-

Joseph Totman live- in Richmond, Me. H
vears old, ;>G inches high and weighs ‘_*o
pounds.
is 11

a>ton Auiatner Dramatic Chib is to
give an
entertainment in this city for the benefit of
the reading room, Tuesday 22d. Mav it be a

Baron Riel ig died Friday in Munich,aged
His fame as a chemist, is world wide, and hilecture*- on Modern Agriculture are accepted
authority fh<» world over.

l k will never build them
up, but
money is the article needed. People have got
tired of the endless amount of
blowing that has
been done in order to forward this good work.
L< t those who arc so full of froth talk less and
success,

pav more, and

In

the affair will be

n

a

A

the

sermon

denounced

was

A

Moral

POST OF-

Question.

Fhe Rockland Gazette, in its discussion
temperance question, is wise above
what is written. It says—

of the

The 1)1 inciple tliat the traffic in intoxicating
liquors as a beverage is wlmllv an evil, for example, can hardly he called an “unsuppoi ted
theory,” since it is abundantly and unquestionably demonstrated by facts; and the principle
• hut tin* good of I be community
requires the
prohibition of this traffic logically an legitimately follows from the premise
established.

already

Fh.e words “as a beverage” in the above
have little or no force. The so

extract

prohibitory law of Maine, makes
provision whereby a shop for the sale of
liquor may be opened in every town in
the state, ami is actually in operation in a
very large nun.her of them. A fountain
of supply established by
authority ot the
called

state at Portland

actually

sells

hundred
Ihonsand dollars worth a year of intoxicating liquor. Does the Gazette, does
any one, believe that this amount of alcoholic liquor is used tor mechanical anil
medicinal purposes? It is absurd to
say
a

No liquor agent can have the
prescience to know that any
quart of whisky
which goes from his hands will not be
used I r a beverage. The
effect is

so.

■

If there were any doubt as to on which side
the interests of tlx* community lav, it would h*
sate to follow the example of the worthy minister who said that when lie was in
any perplexity
as to where he should stand on :mv
ijuestio'n
which arose, he waited ro <,•<• whieh side the
Deni vxts on. and then took the other side, and
always found himself right. On this question
of ••Prohibition vs. License," all the
grog-shopgaml>‘itig hells and brothels, all tlx* drinkers
and apologists for drinking, all the vicious, violent and criminal classes in society are in favor
of license.

have been contaminated in this
business is President Grant.
His

fingers
bad

anxiety

for the passage of the bill is

1

re-

J

ported to have been very great. And very
evident it is that Ilutler, before lie com-

thing.
The muddy weather stili continues. The sun
deigned to shine upon us a few moments one
week, since which time he has kept
day
shady.

menced pushing the audacious scheme,
knew that the executive mind did not incline to interference.
Would lie have
undertaken it if Iloiaee Greeley, or Hendricks, or Seymour, or Judge Davis had
been President ? Not for a moment. The
clear duty of President Grant was to have
vetoed tin1 lull at once. For that purpose
the executive has a negative, provided in
the constitution. The Federalist, in one
ot the articles written pending the adoption of the

constitution,

says of the veto:
“It establishes a salutary cheek upon the
legislative hodv. calculated to guard the community against the effects of faelinn. prccipit mev. nr nf
miy impulse tot friendly to th‘
public good, which may happen to influence a
of
that
majority
body."

ly discouraged

have throttled the

measure had not tilled
executive chair.
And besides lids
consideration it is well known that some
ot the best lawyers in the country hold
that tlie bill should have been vetoed for
another reason—its unconstitulionality.
1
The constitution provides that the Presi-

After .July first tlie subscribers to county
■:
will be called upon to pnv twenty

pan

cents

The

for which Gen. Grant

had been elected when lie signed that bill
does not end until 1S77.
And them is

legal ground for impeachthat them is

anv

Itis friends urged against Andrew JohnAre

Not

They Seem.

What

year

as

are

postage.

not gray

The memory ot
headed runneth

also help enrich President Grant with a
hundred thousand dollars more than he
agreed to serve another term for. To
help pay it is one of the favors Granted
them. And it will do something towards

which

son.

Things

■

*’

side the Devil was in that matter? For
ferent part< ot the rocks.
Ashes were j
bum 1. showing that tin- Modocs h d ! every vicious man who advocates a
burned their de.M.
A lew Indians were i change from the present foolish law that
sighted about lour miles south yesterday, ! can be produced, we can
bring forward a
on
a
Mull, but no troops were sei te*alter
hundred steady, industrious, temperate
*

them.

men

who take the same view.

There

are

band, and if the same recklessness is eontinned, it is believed that no saving whatever

will

result from the

will lead to
service and

a

large

new

law.

>

home within live minutes race of
in the United

train

State-

ate

every

multitudi-

nous.

Spring suits are out. since L ester Sunthick as mosquitoes in August, ami
day,
not to the time when
papers were not
carried free within the county ol publica- make a decidedly pretty appearance.
tion. Pul subscribers should not cherish Trains are quite indispensable, but are
faced with tinting of still-cloth,
hard leetings against the noble
army of cunningly
which protects the fabric, and unseembut
remember
that
it
is
(-'■oilgressmen:
as it
-ovei't to bleed for one’s
sweeps along a goodly
country. That ly gathers
of
that
and the other, which
this,
1 "'only cents a
quantity
year will go a short way
towards paying the salary steal. It will can be examined at leisure. Light shades

dent’s salary “shall neither be increased
diminished during the period for

ment in tlie act

u

who

men

nor

ten times the

doubt when May conn s reeping in.
bringing sunshine, buds ami fragrant
flowers, this trying season will be forgotten, and the annual teazing about
N

by a little inquiry, that be
has attempted to use it in furtherance
board in the country take- its place. Alof bis personal interests, and has tailed.
“Board wanted’’ or “Wanted
ready
It is under those circumstances generally
board” lill a large space in the daily papers,
that the virtuous spasm comeson.
and (he comforts and delights of a quiet

ascertained

the

term)

news-

When an individual is found denouncing the press, it can generally be

such cases as this salary grab. And it is
exceedingly unfortunate for the country
that a man with public virtue sufficient to

which he shall have been elected."

reforming

papers.

So the veto power was intended by the
framers of the constitution to meet just

per.od (not

eess.

about

—And now, alter such
threatens to be high.

It

increase of clerical

Is the Rockland

—

corresponding expense in
the Collectors Office. A swarm of Dignia

a

winter, ice

Independent

among

the

things that were, and are not?
—The Rangor papers speak very highly

for

outer

garments

have

some

layer,

though black handsomely trimmed with
lace or embroidery, has the preferem e.
from the fact that

one

does not tire

so

quickly of black,

and it is less conspicuHats and bonnets need no description. for anything becoming and well
loaded with every conceivable trailin' id

We have been inferme \ mu Rev. Win. H
Savarv, pastor ot the Unitarian Church in :Ricity. has receiv' d :mi invitation to accept th
pastorate of < ’hri-t* Chm-.-h at Aiign-ta, n
lias the *ame under advisement.
F.llsw
A inendan.
The r>e\tcr H iz> f!<
mistaken when i* infers that tin' 20,00n no-h'-i- i| potatoes put
chase ami shipped
v
Mr. I ones Morrow in
H
Belfn-I the pa-!
eon-HtUtcd 111- wtl
-eas(Mi's Inisine--.
Hi- total -hi pnie hi ilurii..1
the season. will amount to about bb.OOObmhri

engine.

■

i Whig.
It i- now though? that Oa!.*-- \ m
has
itldi d to place i
Sioou eertiijeate oft'. M
-1 Oi i W ! i
-K. iiey I '. pud. dwht e t vv ill io
ist got !. That pi t
s
howevt
is not tin I
T: isurj

•

'I’he liep*1 i‘i.
v- bn! t
subscribe for■ .;t•; -diai■ <•' t.h.
the Wi-ca>se1 ami d
in-ad

for the cold water politicians
stirring up their e*uise again. It
!rcmcn.lousiy lulo*warm at present. Vim.
1-■

commou.-e

Supreme Judicial
H

!-•

b.
I uekei*.

|M

Court.

liny le

vs. Axri I lay In'11 and
J. I>.
This action i< a relic of the late war.
I( speniv tied tin* pat lints w! *: ire
parties in the i
s,,i!• and w. re substitute brokers more or le-s,
during tic wav, found a man w!m wav willing
to be vhot at. for a consideration. There w-t-.i

written

e
a
among tin in tint, in
should be secopted. and receive *;;00,
Roy!»* should have *.‘57. Some hitch « ame up,
am! hence this suit.
Plaintiff put in tin
Adjutant <lencral’s certificate as to tin* man*'
accept, nice, and other evidence as to the bounty.
The court ordered a pro forma verdict for
plainliti. and the case goes to the law court.
Bovle
A .Jewett for plaintitf. Mcl.ellan for defence.
dolin iPck-'v \'v. Francis A. Tower. Action

the

:i>jrr*-ement

<

man

its labors.

Business is stili brisk at the burnt district, and last week the remaining portion
of the Old Trinity Church >u Summer
street was removed, which
neat little

sum

has cost

he

“t

nmeli

walls

Mrs.

11.

M. Smith, the well known
vocalist, has left her labors in Boston, :■>
receive the wholesome amount of s|,;,oo
a year at Christ Church, New Y-e!
That great Bazar of all nations, widen
has been so long in contemplation, open
on Monday, and will he the greatest at-

Tie- Lewi-'.Hi do'l' 'll s-iVs
iat iii-m-e|'. ? 11
wi)! not be 'he refuge -i
State of Loili-i at
tnarried people seeding I" rid themselves •'
their part tiers. The <>!<! -Iv.Mve law. by wliteh
a marriage
-ould in annul led mi the slightest
pretext, ii:i< been r m-ded. and a mw lav\ haiiecn passed by tin !.-■ j;slafnre. Indeed, w
believe that Maim- now afford. helter opp.ntn
nifies for divorces li an tnv of r State.
till-

<’(hm>a is the
t 11 n
foi the working
1);-. Ban', ist• ;•
,»a
containnutch tlesh-f.Miiiio matter ,c beef.” Tiler('1‘.
is no ('o.-o-i .M»i it*
the m o-lo-t -upernu
to that mad'* by W-fr r Baker A* <
Boston.
Ml grocers sp| 1 it.
■.

.1-

>

Hov. (irover
that

graph-

!•

'ha-e.Mi

feeling in

that

tie

-wift
liot .a

>

jury

anything

like fraud on the part of Shaw, and gave
diet in his favor.
Walker of Newport
AI 'hot for plaintitf.
Boyle for delem e.

Mine ladies
iiii!

vci

iml

j

thy

V or

the

Hi

h- ivy

Twenty full

to

up

aeiaunulate

one,

vote

j

-Fresh
the

i’hr

In*

li. K. Wells k,,e|.s ,|j.

improving

t’

river

running

imbridge making

two

to

indictment ha- been found at the present
of the court.
Waldo county eertainlv
deserves the premium tor morality.
N'->

per

term

-Barnalias and his ns.nemle (rands
to i-aloh it ail around.
Mr. Jewett,

his drtmneiatiim of the

small briel. building i- being erected on
Morison lot. M en -tm<r. ./ tin- Morison
le i;
It is i'i
;■ nto.l !>\ < t, :
rimmas < me
d >n for a li-li market.
A

the

salary steal,

says—
fit gill It Ilf three

men [tile sitin'
Hit* s'llllt1 MS Pills.• \v||t> .-I .! 1 |, J-I
to
iisfom lionso! ttif cinmiry, or to
IX

X

x

.roods.

i

t hie ol'onr ejiiz*
Burnham, in ium,

\vln> run- -aw mill near
from the train near that
!
l"'int, f.-ll upon hi- umbmlla. It- ii-efulm

lii.it I >:tiil>ui y N

\v

iis;in

things, Imi lu*
the reputation

writes miiuu
is

mul.iu^
raising

it-,

■■

a.-
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Havener, of this ei|\. was
h ing thrown iron, a wagon

Koekland last week.

in

Ban-

trips

I..

se\eiely injure 1 hy

last

seem

lie

inline
Karina <•.#
w!ii< h eannot always

Club of this eit v.

week.

MUM’S.I

April

Tie* hoys I i**g ii t,» t 11 lx ba-c hall. We learn
etlorts will he made to imive the l*astime
Mr. .laeoh

ger. tli

Tile

nn..

Dove- pike l aths in the gutters under the
t our oiling and sometimes sprinkle

market.

Sunday,

rub He-

isjiville. I

that

iee hdt the Penobscot
and steamers tuv

•si-

\

wives

logne, a delieikuis up:
hi- obtained.

salmon limn California is in

Bangor

w ,is -p

passers.

deal like reason, don’t it ?
to

'tosl.v

crown I.»nf.u\s wer- holding up
uy l>lo.-k. <n» Tu<sdn> noon.

t
Dr. Nahum I*. .M«.m
h:>
nv, is \, rv
si. k at TeiltlUioiv. ill ! m ie
h»lt a -h«>rt tun--,
liis disease is eann-r e the >touiaeli.

ut

t he I’ojM1 is reported
in lieatth.

<

<»H

Mu 1

ITiri.

their propem while
they have no voice in regulating or disposing of such taxation Sounds a ai.nl
ivis

corner

<Joy.

in tha: cilv, are out

ability
1

There is no evil without it- mitigation
and slosh prevail, hut Ins,, ball don't.
the

Kllsworth, among the

i-l

with a
prolix! against being taxed without their
consent, and without the right lo tin- ballet.
l'hc\ say that men without it dollar.

in

standing.

eliosc Joseph Barn't.
it. T i'tl. B. i.i Bur
rill, Amos < Min2d. and Am
Stevens.
eom.'littee to liegof Oe the liinid- of tile town
and attend to other matter- conn-*' ted with tie
location and building «*1’the road.

“Tate i- oi
intense thirst br
retrilnition iipniitli 'dodo-I’heiv inostile Modoc who i- n*>f guiltvol nilirdei
I'm t res’ i>s ami assault.
Those \v'io survive the batrb
Vcrdief for plaintitf iiiipr >v-kf
: m'
ai
rial m i puni-hI'mrler ami Johnson for plaintiff. Bovle I -lionid be deli\
nr nt.
-iimt <-t thi- will enLtii further
Anythin*.'
|
for defence.
massaefc*.
Mark Piper\s A. B. Shaw.
Parties <jv.> in
Two !a-li'- mi Auburn state that Thur*da\
Troy. Action in which it is alleged that de- noon they aw a woman go out up mi the nv.-i
fendant fraudulently concealed -nods belonging i< e and throw I c:*-.-If into the water. A search
w i- at
one
entered upon, but m• trace of the
to one Peabody, to
prevent attachment hv j
tuvsr,ms -uiei le lia> been discovered.
plaintiff and odier creditors. Both parties had j
mom y transaetions with peahodv. m course of
which the latter conveyed his goods to Shaw, ii
Nows of the County and City.
payment of niom y advanced. To save Peabody
V very high course ot tides now.
li'"in being put into bankruptcy, also. Shaw
Mr. Durham, at the market on Main street,
paid some of his creditors.
After a full hear; is keeping a tine supply of liv>h fish.
ing of the ease, the
failed to see

of four thousand dollars

since the tire left only the

hi- vote. |

pc? d stoekof
l,ak- B.oiroad

ciass.

ous.

millinery, is “so genteel.”
Early in the week the common pre-cnlml a scene of singular contrast.
Th.o hillslope.-. were covered with a beautiful coat
of green, and the birds sang cheerily over
head, as they toiled at their building:
while the hollows and low places wmv
full of snow.
That last shaking of Old
Winter made quite an upset iu many
ways. Even father time was tripped up
in his steady pace by the saucy pranks,
and nearly every clock in the city ceased

.11

Conn

1)I(’KKllS<»V PUKSlIMNi;.

:

current.

••

)h yes. oj course.
b
nearly time

is

b

Massaehuset?•

in

AVai lol-m-- hav ing refused f-»
The town
avail d-'df of
idII- m
h-*d iet. l»;.-ti
s.,,t,
X-‘. 0 in that town
»!-• I m expend
for the purpose ot -us? lining -m h a -chooi.

s

<

sum-

to

The Spring Held Republican p renounces l)a\ id
l>ud ley Fi* 'd and Bn inn in Id B- tier **eminen'
! experts in rascality.”

Spirit u.dists arc liscussing the *‘kev mysterv,”
which lately <>ceu -red here, and claim it as an"tln r big card for their belief. There is another
kind <*l a spiritual key arrangement, much in
vogue In re. that is more mysterious sii;i.},iit
!ii
k. y has a w-h-i-s preceding it.
Xnthinn /-•
/•>')'<'. This is the only city iti the '■hate
where nothing intoxicating is dispensed. When
*
"pie :trc dry they have to go out of town.
to

*•

Bangor, arc building
cottages, complete in every part,

rapid

-•

an

-.

A graveyard -limited on the hank of the Arkansas river caved into the ri ver on Sundav,
About 7<M) bodies were Washed iWaV ill IP

!■ as! day. the dockland
Fngine Co. No. ;;
.juveniles) took I le train for Thomaston and
passed the day as guests of tin- Thomaslon- X ...
The hoys arc putting their spare change lobtiv

Monplii

who died the other day,
l
!!i.-1: old Par and tattler,
1 11-.pi-- oh two cents.” I>idn'

man.

Blake A Hole.
mer

The order of the Knights of Pythias are arf<» institute a branch of the order here.

to

Falls

carried n» watering plae.
and to Mi I »e-ert.

ranging

go her

women in

left a will saying
the widow-Inn- -.
she hop, though !

sure

load-si with soap-suds and
1 to disperse a crowd

i itelv

wa-

A Seneca

as

Win. sonielinn s mils himself a “Rev.” if fifty cents worth of wholesome swear
uml sometimes a "Prof.”—u "Rev.” without a
be a good investment, propastorale and a "Piof." of nothing. He claims | ing wouldn’t
lo Ih a journalist, hut his sole conneriion with i
lie could find a small bov who
aiding
the profession has been as a sort of hai.giT-on
could do the subject justice.
at several offices !>> do odd jobs for a fre<
paper
and what free rides on the ears, free feed at
I should immediately invest in a
[del,
hotels and free admission to entertainments he
in some secluded place, it I thought I had
could acquire by an unblushing etfrontry in demanding privileges. He used to have this sort
powers of description equal to the task ot
of status with us, but -<> many complaints
reached us of lii> attempted exactions that we portraying the -scenes of confusion and
were obliged to cut him off and publish a warncreature’s complaints” which attend one
ing against "bummers” at the head of our
columns, to protect the public against him and of these semi-annual scouring*.
If the
a tew others of his
ilk. He says "(fod forbid
batty isn’t fished out of the sloo pail moo
that 1 should read the Press;** in this lie makes
an error.
He don't read it because ev forbid, than a dozen times, and survives the
b\ denying him a tree paper which lie
begged numerous doses it takes from the old
ot us most piteously.
He is a sanctimonious
fraud, and we warn all people against his pro
bottles lying round promiscuously, to sav
f usions.
Unless the fellow behaves himself
nothing of not taking a th nth cold from
better and ceases his claims to he our representative. we shall have occasion to fell some
losing the heavy cent of dirt "it it face
we
know of him.
specific things
alter the entertainment i- .•
t
why that
The Rev. gentleman has not since apwill pass for a grand snehouse-cleaning
peared in the arena, being probably great-

-mgiue,’

tire

lampblack,

of disorderly

This Week tIk
drawing of the lottery of
languidly reclining on Biddy’s be I boots (
"Hant. .Moore A; Co. takes place.
Holder of
“abominable” and “bold infidelity.” A and companion jack in some undiscovered
lucky number will please take notice .md
if he would, take the floor on
hat
in
wife’s
bonnet
box
any ques- clergyman asserted that the Press and nook;
(under govern thenr-dvev accordingly.
tion.
And besides Blaine administered- a other papers could In* hired to insert the bonnet) and the indispensable walking
Cook's A cade u v iff F.ni at
Perry's Opera
rebuke to the measure by insisting I hat lie whatever was desired. This was
going stick nourishing in the hands of Sambo— House, '-till ‘Mitiniies in favor and is well patshould be excepted from the provision for too far. and transcending the limits of where is he who could drum the lorces ronized. The manager is perfecting arrangeback pay, and carried il over all remon- legitimate criticism. So tin* Press of tin* together P So he sticks a pin in the shirt ments to have a new star each week, thus making the place popular and attractive at all times.
strances.
following day pays its respects to the rev- front, where a button “might have been,’’
'The Lynde Ho el is gaining daily, and will
The most blameworthy ollieial whose erend, as one
and strides down State street, wondering >oon he
ready for occupanev

where

doubling Congressional salaries in the
According to Ihc Washington corresSpeaking of the relative morality of the
future. Let the people remember these
advocates and opponents of a rational pondent ot the New York Tribune the
I.ATF.K.
and not growl that
tilings,
license law, we remember the events of new Revenue net, which goes into effect
they are re\ special dispatch from the lava bed
I
the first administration in Maine in which on the 20th ot next month, will not make quire.
amp lo the gist, contain- llm following:
I o party give up what was meant for man kind/’
for two days there have been no .Modoes the idea of prohibition controlled. \\V such a sweeping reduciion of the expent
light with. They have gone, it is un- were to be shown a pattern of morality, ses of the service as was at first believed.
A laughable swindle has
just come to
cci tain where, hut we
expect to hear soon integrity and public virtue. As a pioneer The offices of Assessors and Assistant Asin Washington.
Some fellows ol
ligli!
‘d their whereabout
and destruction,
sessors
are abolished, and the duties ot
and bright exemplar in the cause. Rev.
the sawdust class
i hur-day night two troops of
thought they could turn
cavalry and B. 1).
Pech^was made state treasurer. It these officers are transferred to Collectors ; a penny by playing on (he affections of
seventy Warm Spring Indians, with three
day-' rations started on the east side of has not yet gone out of recollection how hut the Collectors, who arc fully occupied tin1 loyal otllee-“holders at the South. So
the lava beds, and Friday
morning two his brother saints gathered around him, with their own duties, can perforin only
Ihe.V sent out circulars, in the name of the
more troops of cavalry left for a hunt of
each a chance to get his hand in those herelotore performed by Assessors President,
the Modoes.
It is believed to he impos- soliciting
saying that lunds were wanted
Noilhor is it forgotten that by obtaining additional assistance. This to perfect a secret party scheme to obtain
sible for the remainder of the Modoes, en- the treasury.
cumbered with the woman and chil- the state was robbed of him ireds of thou- is provided for by the clause allowing and
keep control of the south, and directdren to escape.
sands by these sanctimonious scamps. Deputy Collectors to lie appointed and
ing remittances to be made to a certain
Four companies ,.| Infantry and two
And Peek always asserted that, while he paid out of the commissions of the office; address at
batteries ot artillery are now
Washington. The plan was so
guarding
Capt. .lack’s stronghold under Col. M;v was in custody, Neal Dow got possession but where this does not prove, to be suffi- iike the genuine ones of the party that it
son.
of his private safe and stole certain im- cient, it is within the power of the Secrebore abundant fruits, and fired the loyal
ficn. Villein made a personal examinaportant papers. Peck, a bankrupt and tary to give “special allowances,” with- hearts ot the ofiiee-holders so that
tion ot ('apt. Jack's
remitstronghold, which
''how-' that without mortars and liowit- disgraced man, for several years led a sad out the revision ot his acts, in this respect, tances poured in to the
scamps in immense
life in Washington, until he sank out of by any one.
These “special allowances” streams.
‘he Indians could never have been
They got a very large sum by
drh n out. The soldiers lound tie- bodies
sight. Can the (fa'/ette discover on which have been bestowed with an extravagant this
ingenious
dodge.
'•> an Indian and a
bidden
in
difsquaw

An old Modoc squaw was
captured yesterday who staled that one ol the shells
during a recent attack tell near a council
< I
Indians, and that one-eyed Jake picked
::
np. look ii to Sehonehin and another
Indian, when it exploded, killing till
tin
Slut stated that lour others were
killed by musket balls the stune day, and
their bodies hid.
It
from the

From

A curious

pubpungent
the outrageous
we,

<

93“ I n sending money, state THE
FICE to which the paper is sent..®®

only
Major Thomas dropped a shell directly in- that in
a given town where there are
it, provoking a frantic war-whoop and
causing the sudden extinguishment of the twenty grog shops the stale, adds another,
lire.
Another shell was dropped in the and makes the number twenty-one. Then,
same locality and was followed
by yells il this traffic is an evil, how does the
ol pain and dismay.
The Modoes then
Gazette justify itself in supporting the
appeared and challenged the soldiers to
come out and tight.
Another shell was law that provides for it?
the answer, and they were drivi'a hack.
The Gazette has a rule which it deems
At I o’clock, A. M
after another tight,
the Modoes gave up the attempt to break infallible in application to this and kindred
through our line and retired. Scattering questions. It says—

tired at the men, vho attemptMany however were s>< entangled in the ed to advance on them. At 9 o’clock Col.
broken wood work that
they could not tfillem’s company moved forward from
move and avs wr<‘ at once
brought, and the position gained on Tuesday, and soon
arms
>
went
t
work to save them occupied the
strong
ledge, next to Capt. Jack’s
irom tie* approaching Haim s.
In this to camp.
Col. Mason moved the right tora great cxtci.l.
ward as rapidly as possible to form a
they were successful.
ith i)hediug I inns ami broken limbs, junction with (fen. Gillem’s
left, cutting
tin* emigrants were pulled and dragged oti tin* Modoes from the
lake, their only
out.
Some ot course were so caught in source ol water
Phe
supply.
junction
the rubi.i-h that they could not In* reached, was elfectod at noon.
At •> 1’. M. the
and undoubtedly perished unseen, either mortars were
throwing shells within exby drowning or from injuries received.
cellent range.
l.EKT To
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EDITOR AND

to

shots

Salary
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eourier, artived at noon, having left head
quarters at the lava beds at 9 o’clock last
night, with the following news ol yester-

—

-----_

The

past.
Bohan P. Field

in.'

eke ! up

apples that lie

I Ic

a

p.-.-k
He

of

nice look

hiupright and conscientious men who sup- ties will, therefore, have to be appointed,
1°' his hwii
ol
or«-h ud ad win!
:
il ivor was not
of Dr. Jordan's poem, The (treat (roliah,
for
there
is
the
else
to
that
see
the
nohoify
port
present law; but there are also
nt’Oc
!n->]
to tii-' aere th in any other j first <das-.
Boston ever knew—the Jubilee not
knaves, hypocrites and thieving waiters stamps are used and that no frauds occur which was delivered on Fast Day even- tempt
in the country.
Six. ear loads o* pine mast- came over the
locality
Still, il will he
excepted.
for opportunities, in
road Friday from Heath .V i'rosin 's lot, near
by far the larger in the administration of the law, particu- ing.
in \ain to seek to wrest from our
!
nei^h—Lewiston celebrated Last Day by a
number.
Bmnhatn. They liav
also got out a lot of
larly in regard to whisky and tobacco. In
—The Black Crook is being performed i.oring town of Stockton the renown of
cellar po-t* from tie same place,
loot race, in which “the long legged teller
one district alone, in one of the Southern
It is no new tiling to
<
in^lc loci, while
stigmatize as
at Bangor this week.
It isn’t a colored h:\vino' the -| ---tie
appears
That’s the way they humiliate
there are fffO fruit distilleries, heat.-’
\ man in thi- city imueli annoyed In
bodies found and the traces of those “rummies” those who do not fall in with States,
individual crooking his elbow, as might I»a n a h a s | i
vvili-t line bo\- t h it
win n
ill Hen
which
he looked alter bv some offi- themselves oil the Androscoggin.
must
spitthat
at least Id or 17 Modocs
all the toolish notions of self-styled rei I ad the Democrats votctl ai/ainst fhe -le
burned.,
he supposed, but plump girls in tights,
passing them. < 'u •>’ ; hem di in*' turn the
w« re killed and an
cer.
The number ot Supervisors of in
ant.a-fnl plum!er >ehemc in the
equal number wound- formers.
—Mr. Cobb advertises for records to
rati..
The Pharisees aspersed the
j other check al-m hut -Imped his face.
who execute surprising danceAnd
ed.
lit I tin Republicans, it w-.a!-! have Ihvii .{•>!■, t'
ternal Revenue is nmv reduced to lb, and aid in
Saviour as a “wine bibber and a friend of
getting up a family history. That Bangor rather likes it. 1C veil the
(‘•I. i Portlam! Pn
1 la* matter now is reduced to
!>; A. W. I;
i»f Brooks, has shipped Mic
i
severely
hunting
one of the highest officers of the Treasury
branch whose surname is Corn will not
the Indians in the rocks and it will be publicans and sinners.” We suppose, if
We hope the Press will Hot hold tin*
difi'-rmit point- on the
virtuous Whig commends the show.
past winter, f: om tii
j
-oiue time bef.»rc
they are ail destroyed. Saint Paul were on earth to-day, and Department isauthority for sayingthat out he included.
Democrats responsible tor that, brief en- road, eighty u* load-of hay for Boston. He
disexamination
into
the
Atlantic
—The
of the number there are only four or live
Meaeham is able to be about and our sick
lias shipped twenty-one the pa-t week.
were to commend to the
—Seventy-eight bills ot indictment were aster has resulted in suspending the cap- dorsement. without which the bill would
weakly Timothy who are
and wounded are doing well.
(
serviceable to the Bureau. The
'apt. IIas- “a little wine for the
I imes Higgins of Knox I- shipping ship
have
been only waste paper “Approved, j
found against Ellsworth men for liquor
stomach's sake,”
brauck’s light battery art* on their
tain irom command of any vo.sst; 1 tor v\ t> !
way
rest are merely politicians who have ron- !
limber over the mad to this city for Messrs.
I
here.
It is feared that the Modocs have that the next issue of the Gazette would
S.
(frant.”
at
the
term
ot
the
the
court,
selling
April
dered their party some service. So far as
years, and the fourth oflieer from employWilliam- A I>ean, But kland. Id.
ai loads
broken into squads of five or six ami scat- denounce the
American says.
apostle as a rummy.
Thoma- B. Grose, Esq late sheriff crime in on
ment as oflieer for three yt ars.
tered.
the “extra allowances” are concerned, it
Monday. Ii will hr i.-.-hippe.l from
If we understand the Gazette
of Knox County, having partIv reeovereil j here.
—In Wisconsin a postal clerk, rejoicing
aright, it is likely that the whole tacts will lie made
—Boston is getting particular. People
Tl e New York Sun
publishes a state- places prohibition among the moral quesIroni his recent illness, has gone to reside !
in the honored name of Brown, had more
v itr.il
r iti.m
is about to
The Maim
mer.t iu relation to the
public. Representative Eldridge, during
complain through the newspaper that veal
robbery which, it tions which it feels a
mail matter than he liked to distribute,
upon his (arm in Charles City County, make sotm
duty to support. Ihe past session of
will be remembered, occurred in Washimprovements at Brooks. The
as soon as it is
is
sold
in
the
market
about
introduced
Congress,
\ irginia, hoping that the change \vill he tank house is to be shifted across the track, and
and so. to avoid the trouble, he put it in
ington toward the close of the last Con- Then we must resort for guidance to the a resolution requiring the
born.
Secretary of the the
gress and of which the late Vice-President
Bible, the fountain of morality. I)o we
stove.
This reminds 11s of a composilienelieial to his health. Hi* manv friends a new wood slu*d built. The old shed has been
to
furnish
the
House of RepreTreasury
was the victim.
—“Sprinklings of Blockade Rile,” the third
A sharp thief,
tor we once had, who used to throw his installment of which will lx? found on the out- in Maine will regret that he is to east his purchased by Dr. A. \V. Rich, for a store
says the find the temperate use of alcoholic liquors sentatives
with a detailed statement showSun. got wind ot the fact that Colfax had
I herein forbidden?
side,
grows more interesting.
Do we not find the
[Kastport Sen- fortunes in another locality, and their host house.
into the office cistern. On
concealed a box of valuable bonds and
ing the amount of “special allowances" “pied” type
tinel.
A large business in '•euliops was done on l
Saviour
miraculous
it
to
a
wishes t'oi his prosperity will go with I
stocks in his trunk
creout,
was
using
found.
powers
large deposit
during the investigaThe Sentinel lias a fashion ot sending us
! bey went
already granted, to whom they were j clearing
corner near our odice on I'r'day.
; (ion, where it was
supposed to be hidden ate wine at the marriage? If the stale granted, and for what reason. This re—During the land-slide on the railroad a half sheet, which effectually blockades him.
i’ll-1 Muted shell-.
at *_*0 cents pm- d«• v• n.
quick
1 from human
To open the trunk can reverse this moral
eyes.
—Yore nr li.wnin;.
On Monday the! fringed with the du!c •*. and pervaded by the
question, if it can port was not furnished, but the Demo- near Waterville, the night train went by us from the growing interest of that scries.
and carry oft the precious contents is said
j to have
turn aside the citizen from his church,
odor of the salt
i, made them a novelty to
been the work of an
crats, at the next session will demand Ihe the back route. Some parties near Leeds, Do any of onr exchanges ever see a half city ul Bongor voted upon the proposition
I: keen scent
expert whose
tlic -rowd that i- aV iv- tlicr
Bible, conscience and bis God, upon such information, and it cannot be
had made him a
mgrogated.
didn’t
know
the
who
of
!
he
eil
to
to
haul
the
credit
\
the
were
amount
fact,
secretly sheet Journals'
fellow-lodger
much longer
| with Coltax for that express purpose, "it. a question, on moral grounds, what may withheld. It is
over the road a hand-car loaded
of £1.‘,n,OHO in aid of the eastern shore
Tin*
of
the city government is canrunning
attention
and
believed
reported
I is stated that the story that
by
—Arrangements arc in progress to run a fast
only a thousand it not do? it may not stop short of an those familiar with the
Treasury office with liquor. The consequence was a ool- steamer bet ween Portland and Ranger the com- railroad : £100,000 to he paid when it t’d to the m 'ossify of a side walk on Front
some
jewelry, laces and established church, with forms
| or two dollars,
to leave Bangor at eight o'clock
ing
should he completed to Ellsworth, and street leading !>» the Portland 'learner*- wharf.
prescribed that the statement was begun, but that it ]isi I which made destructive work with everysummer,
1 toggery were stolen was a sham, and
morning except Sunday, and connect
mueli frequented thoroughfare and
This is
that, in point of fact, a tenth of a million by law, and maintained by compulsion, was soon found that the facts would
rum
train.
the
with a train on the Boston and Maine Railroad, £.‘>0,000 more when completed to M,c hins, i
are obliged to wallow through mud
propedestrians
had been stolen, which he did not dare to and
at
in
Boston
will
arrive
which
passengers
by
The whole vote east was ISOs,
>| which
compulsion reinforced by persecution, duce a consternation, and so the answer
In 1871 (Jen. Tilton of the Togus Mil- ten o’clock on the evening of the same day.
knee deep. We hope this matter will he lookadmit except secretly to the authorities,
the
the
and
the
rack,
headsman.
by
faggot
to the House was abandoned after Iowa itary Asylum, imported some English
before leaving the national
Wo find the foregoing adrift in the 1 .Mo were needed to make the reqniretl ed after.
Capitol it is There was a time when it was
But as only I 1 I'd voted altinntwo thirds
said that Coltax knew that the
thought or Illinois had been reached. The adjourn- sparrows, which still live in the
* Mio
police had
day last week the up freight tniiu, conneighbor- papers. The boat will need to In? a regot on the track ot the thieves and that necessary and right to burn a man’s body ment was so near at hand
the
| the
atively,
project was defeated This sisting of nine ears of hay, jumped the track
and
have
that no further hood.
It is sufficient to
increased so that members markably lively one.
bulk ol the stolen
property had been to save bis soul. It was thought a mercy attention was
a western terminus at Bucksand were thrown oil ncai Thorndike Station.
paid to the matter by the ol the family are seen in Augusta. These say that the steamer to make such time looks like
recovered.
The amount carried off. ac- to
thus stop the spread of false doctrines.
Four ears were damaged, on*' badly, spreading
for
the
shorn
line.
House.
birds do not migrate, and are very des- was never yet built, and that the story of port
cording to report, was between ninety
ventv-tivc sleepthe track and breaking about
and one hundred thousand dollars in The motive, if sincere, was not very bad :
is
such
line
a
tructive ol insects and caterpillars.
run
to
an intention
any
ers. The general roughness of the road was
A Terrible Western Storm.
United States coupon bonds and stocks of but the morn honest the burners the more
Inspectors of Bi rning Oils.
\\re
—The snow fall of Saturday in this vi- humbug.
the cause.
various kinds, which is said to have been disastrous the
Linisii n, Nebraska, April 21.
policy. The danger is that quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title
Reports
—The Inspectors of Customs in this citv are
left him, presumably, bv some other man
was probably the eastern fringe of
A pair of young oven remained fastened to a
cinity
ot
the
late
storm
show
the bad examples of well meaning men of said chapter being “Inspection and
it
to
have
been
the
having some very tasteful silver badges made
besides Nesbitt. Mr. Colfax is now inin our streets til day recently, lowing for
a heavy slorm that occurred on
must
post
severe
known
here.
Men
were
at
White’s.
Monday
will be used by scamps tor bad purposes. sale of Manufactured Articles.”
[Bangor Whig.
torn,ed that he can be
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accommodated
with a precise statement of all the recovered property lately in his
private
possession. He is reported to have persistently striven to prevent any publicity
and to have willfully deceived li'is friends
with false versions of the robbery, l’oliee
authorities everywhere keep an official
record, and that will show the exact
amount and description of stocks and
bonds which he received back.
The
thieves were not held for prosecution, it
is said, because a trial would tell more
than Colfax might like to have known.

A merchant’s
daughter at Columbus,
Ohio, kicked a young man’s hat the other
day, because he sat down in her parlor

with that article of
wearing gear upon
his head.
She used her foot Instead ot
her hand, because she
happened to be
carrying an armful of books, and was too

indignant to postpone punishment.

You may, by the use of power enough,
make men submit, but they will submit
because of power, and not of conviction.
will still fail to lie reached by true

They

morality, they will no haters of those who
oppress them, as they believe, and with
hearts full of defiance. We have known
drunkards to be reformed by moral suasion, but never one by law.
Let not those who oppose us say that
favor the use of liquors. It we were

we

give to a young man setting out in life
the most valuable advice we could impart,

to

it would be this—“Re honest, faithful, industrious, never taste a drop of intoxicating liquor, and never seek to reform

drinking
ample.”

men

except by precept and

ex-

Sect. 29.
inhabitants

In towns containing two thousand
more, the Municipal officers
shall, on or before the first day of May anmiulone
or
more persons, and fix their
ly, appoint
compensation, to he inspectors of petroleum,
coal oil, and burning fluid, who shal 1 be duly
sworn and shall, when requested, inspect such
oils and burning fluid* by applying test with (i.
Tagliabue’s pyrometre or some other accurate
instrument, to ascertain the igniting or explosive point thereof in degrees of Fahrenheit's
thermometre; and they shall cause every vessel
or cask thereof by them so inspected* to he
plainly marked by the name of such inspectors,
the date of inspection, and the igniting or explosive point of the contents thereof.
or

—The woods
this year,

ernor

are

full of candidates for GovTimes.

[iloulton

And most of them will
it.

never

in Nebraska and Wyoming, and which
has since been working this way. It was
a tremendous storm in the west,
piling up
drifts live feet high, and endangering the
lives ol people abroad.
—

Bangor
experiencing
on Friday. The ice
jammed, raising
came

near

a

flood

that wharves and in some
cases stores were overflowed,
'flic lire
under the boiler of the Commercial otlicc
was put out, and hand power had to be
the. river

so

used.

—A slide of greasy blue clay covered
get out of to the depth ol live feet the railroad track
in Winslow last Thursday, and bothered

—Senator Bayard, of Delaware, will
have nothing to do with the salary steal,
and declines the money.

the trains for several days.
With the
amount of water now in it, the ground

slips

on

very slight provocation.

Belfast ofiieials, to bo up with ‘ho times, frozen to death within two rods of their
houses while trying to
get to their stock
Barnabas !
should be similarly provided.
to teed them, near Grafton a man named
will probably soon tie seen wearing a Keeler
attempt) d to reach a neighbor
badge made in the similitude of a portly scarcely a half mile away, accompanied
by his wile and child, and the two
and useful crockery ware vessel.
latter were frozen to death. Mr. Marshall
We have waited patiently to lie noti- ol Hastings
perished while trying to reach
The wile and
fied concerning that investigation into the his stock from his house.
affairs of the Belfast custom bouse, and ehilil of Mr. Hrent living near Red Cloud,
were
frozen while attempting to reach a
tlie unlawful practices ol the idlieials
alter the house had been renneighbor’s,
thereof. But we have waited in vain. dered uninhabitable.
Their bodies were
Nothing concerning it lias yet come to our found on Friday ten rods lrom the house.
Families had to take is luge in cellars or
knowledge. We hope the collector isn’t
keep their beds for three days; houses
going to back down. Barnabas, whore were blown down and tilled with snow.
art thou ?
The destruction ol cattle and horses is
some farmers lost all they hail,
—A last steamer has gone to sea from great,
(due party lost a whole herd of 7b head.
Philadelphia, destination unknown, and The gullies on the railways were filled
the Spaniards are afraid lb it site is a with snow as hard as ice and snow plows
were useless.
Cuban cruiser.
—

the meaning of it?"
foot! and
was the question asked 1>\ a passer hy. “Steers,
idle steers. I know not what they mean," replied a reader of Tennv>on, as he shouldered
liis cam*, and moved along.

Another milk war may hi' expended. Mr.
i’.U. Hunt, who lives in the hack part of the
town, is out with a circular announcing his infurnish all customers with the lacteal
fluid lor live cents per quart in summer and. six
cents in winter.
There will be a live competition. Meanwhile the customers look on and

tention to

smile approvingly.
Niav Ain KimsKMK.vrs. < has. li. Mitchell
that he has received a stock of Vermont maple sugar and syrup, also confectioneries of all kinds— B. Plummer otters a valuable
farm for sale at West Winterport—Asa Faunee

announces

otters for rent the Josiah Farrow house, so
called, in tins city—Joseph Williamson of this
eKv, will sell his household furniture at auction.
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The noncommissioned o timer- will !».» appointed.
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Hon. A. G.

bers and

Senators will retain the increased
stamp Attached, but such card must ab- salary. Why
should my district be required to
solutely contain no written matter except help pay those salaries? In theory, each district
the address, otherwise it will be treated pays its own member, and it 1 were to return
as not
fully prepaid, and refused admis- my salary to the Treasury still the amount
would be

Jewett.

Iasi week intimated would be the

Air. Jewett lias come before the
public with a letter, which makes its lirst

sion into the mails.
t’oi xTEUFEiTs. All cards different from
th»wp described hearing embossed or printed po ige stamps, and purporting to the

appearance in the Prog. A <•, of this ci:\.
ms- i We
make such extracts as will show it
\. r\
j! purport and three. It is devoted entirely
to a denunciation of the salary steal. He

!:

-i Savings

:

-clectc*i are—l-’;m;•

we

ease,

..

The nfliccj- of the I►.

Letter

r-1 ;

■

United t- ;e
j mtal cards are counterfeit;
Hons(on, W. O. V >r. .1 n G it,and the manufacturer of such cards, or
B. Ha/.elnne. Tru.-hc-: John I!
On:
the at' nipt to u-e the same, will subject
says—
!'*•■ .; -timt’ n
retary :oh! I'tea-tiier.
ntlv offender to a tine of i?oOO and imInto
handth
have
llicit*
They
boldly pul
T T- Upor
si \ 1\
; \\ •:' .;
•lll-O:’
[See. 17K
National Treasury, and like so many X
York prisonment for live years.
•>
the
,ii«
•? -JIGS
g
ink robbers, transferred therefrom ftoOn*) each, Postal Code.]
This foul c ••./.</'* •*•/'•// o
heir own .,>*•!<• J -.
Siauu:i> ('.vims.
Postmasters will not,
p-itnrs. Tlie itieriu .* for ilie pa-.
i- lias !
-o rob the National
Treasury, and iit-:-.-.:*.*!» die under
1
\ circumstances, be permitted to
keen slTG.ttoo. ’I Is
"in!:<! ti tlepesi!- -ince
public mbid. has been organi/.- I and •. x-au!. d ri due. or
\ch.mge postal cards that may
mending br-me
1 .‘HU 10.<
have •.:
i’i o;.. n daylight. before t*»<' eyes of tin- ; cople
misdirected, spoiled in printing, or
"f ill
United state*. Most of the money ties hi
amount w:iI«>i;•.*vvn Shop.H7-;,••i.iMiit of inbeen actually drawn by the more hold of <he>e otherwise rendered unfit for use in the
terest
-iiors s7s.o-jt*.o0 ami he c
inspirators, and the balance remains subi -ci io bands of private ho'dcrs
|.
-tat*- lax p.t !
!he orders of th">c who liave stood behind the
Kiau i.vrioxs.
The Department will
-•in',
watching the progress of ;
robbery.
Mi Thu
the stage iron: 1
iy «•: ! m a i•
"■'ilii'i'.i denouncing it. and are now v ailing mil furnish less than 500 cards to a posthi- -ny 1 r l>ang"i -topped at ie- castern Pint
master.
Individuals desiring postal cards
tor sufficient time to elapse to enable them to
«>t th*' bri Ige io make -onie change in tin* team.
determine whether tin \ better lose t!n*ir pari of will purchase them of a postmaster, as in
the plunder, or lose what little reputation they
n
ease can they obtain them upon direct
1 ing unhitched and left
One *1 the lead.
may have left for official honesty.
i!"ie- bo a mi: a:
-tai led b tek aero-s the
application to the Department.
i he moral guilt of these men is the same as
ridge
riie dr v v
«•:
••.pen***! tor a pass- those who conspire fo rob the custom house- of
Gen, Farnsworth on the Salary Steal.
ing vt’s>ei. lur rile aivimai mount** I the steep the country, or to smuggle good-. And the
a on w by lhev*eannot l*c imlieud. every one
side, took a living
a*
i'"--. and wem ,.ii.
>p
Washington, March 26.
"i them who co-operan d in the robbery, is be•Sin—The enclosed Treasury draft. No. is,At tie* railio.nl track at. upward bound locolli- -\ being members of he legislative departSoi.for
liu
sum of $4,204.40, dated March 24,
monl of the government .they had the power t-»
motive was ,i—mer tie- -;r-* baud t!u!-

■

paid by my district. Jr therefore
seems to me most logical t hat this mom y should
be applied to the abatement of the lav- of the
district, so far as if will go. Second, Besides,
if it were returned to the National Treasury, it
would always he a tempting subject for a claim,
either ol myself or my representatives. Therefore, you will please distribute the. .amount to
the several Treasurers of ilie counties mimed
below, delivering to each the amount Mated
opposite the name of the county, takim: otlieia)
receipts for the same, viz:—
Kane Countv.$1,224.00
De Kalb County.
or.a.ao
Winnebago County.
sac,.00
Boone County
odl.ao
McHenry County..
bake County.
c>of).2f>
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hi'iU1 a law to protect themselves again-' p
i-hmoni for einbezzling the treasury of the
t ion.

1

I'llst

I''73. upon I he Assist .-ml-Treasurer at New
'i >rk. ji;i< iiccn h mded lo me by the Sergoant:0 A vms of l !ic House of Representatives of the
I’nitcd States. It i-. the precise amount.of inof my ■••‘mpensation as a member of the

innu-

!.

•,

Ththousand dollars oi the amount
The Fa-t *!■.<> \. nr-- i. i-1- at Ibmiham I.* 11 of whieli the National
Treasury lias been -•>
1
s
ke au\ thing
but
-bbed by these otic-nil gentlemen. In- been a
humiliating and pravl<» the seven members ot the Maim- d■■ie-.
ned
mg” when the tele ■••■uh nmoiineed that the
cation, unless Speaker Blaine's amendment \
train *»n the main die- Would be live limn s beled him from taking any part of the booty
hind tine*. Thin-.mg llu*v c.-uld wail m*»re
cured by these congrensjoiud treasury lo.-i,
•<
•a' " S<1 n' I doil-t
and about l/l
patnil’lv nil ;; bill -’muach tll'-V \\ ill t*» tile
w I probably bo I be amount tin-taxpayers of
hotel and ordered
When they were
dv*1
this
m eon
Maim- will sutler
ion

I'ortv-See mil (dngress, provided in the Legislative \ ppropriation hill which was passed,
and approved hy the President on the 3d of
March, the evening of the very last day of that
Gougress. 1 opoo-^d this increase of salaries,
both of member- of Congress and of the Pres;«b nt.
At til*' tin
the bill passed tin* House of
Rcprc't iPative- I used this language—
Sir—1 appeal if not to the manhood, to 1 lie
‘■r:w of just ice of membfr- of this House not to
w»rt.
It is disgraceful, and will
atlv help to .aider this Congress infamous—
a
Congn
already without the conlidence of
tin
people. Let us liave the manhood and
<!• enev to slani]' upon this scheme for raising
o ;r own Hilaries, and
purchasing favors of a
President by increasing his, in clear violation
of tin' spirit if not the letter of tin' <Constitution.
And. on a former oeea-ion. when the subjeei
was under discussion in the House, T declared
that a President who should sign a bill increasing bis own salary would deserve impeaebm a1.
Kutertaining such sentiments, i cannot
cpi this money without feeling that 1 should
-o' y beet.me a partv to a conspiracv to embezzle Hie (Government's money.
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newspapers that Senab t
Morrill i> tin only member of the del'-.ration
who voted for the measure.
What did the
others do? Was there a protest heard from a
Ma;no momlvT. in either branch of Don-gien-.
rains! the outrage that was being committed?
* hie voi -e. indeed, was In ard from tlie
Sp-aalo r's
hair, in srff ,o'ottcti‘>n—but not a word w
ic ard. as 1 learn, from that high oil! da! in protect against the abominable wrong th ; wabout to be into -fed upon his constHa■ nrs and
tin* <'<> <: si if non is of lie other members of tin'
It

day.
llej ill w'.i.-ll the e,»a! tails straightened out behind betokened llo\V -.01|e people could t:l-1
r<->

piece

ra-eahty.

u

I list then Hi. >
am! the tiirin-

r.
fu

V-vv.di
>,:•.%

has

\o< i..

1 *if»*li•
A (ioibui have i• .»:i<schr. i
A.
Klli"t with hav for Id.-'on.
\ :!•*■(• ( aitei and
Henry W yman i n\ < 05 ded
hr. Forest Qu< n
■■)) ’"■ :ioi
and iia> to P> \-tot
Wn
pitcher
A >on haw snipped too largo cargo
of hay
! *»rt south of !la*teras, the three m.a-ted s«*!i.
<0 W. Andrew- and -eh. Xcliie.
S.-h. P, M.
I'•••nnie has ioaded lumber an! tn-o-in
tor

$4,2114,40

Very truly

te.,
d. r. Farnsworth,
To ,T. S. Van Patten, Ks«j Cashier Kane County National Bank, St. Charles. 111.
yours,

<

GOOD

WORDS

FOR THE

PAIN-KILLER!
confidently recommend the Pain-Killer.
[Toronto Baptist.
We

can

It is

remedy

the most effectual

know of for

we

Aches, Pains, flesh wounds, &e. [St.Johns News,
1*. 0.
We advise that every family should have so effectual and speedy a Pain-Killer.
[Amherst N. S.
Gazette.

Our own experience is that a bottle of Pain-Killer
is the best Physician a traveller can have. [Hamilton Spectator.
For both internal and external application have
found it of great value. ; Chris. Era.

[Mon-

A medicine no family should be without.
treal Transcript.

Could hardly keep house without if.
[Ed Voice
Should be kept in every house, in readiness for
sudden attacks of sickness. [Chris. Press.
No article

larity.

ever

obtained such unbounded popu-

[Salem Observer.

One of the most reliable
North State.

specifics

Its power is wonderful and

of

the age.

unequaled

in

[Old

relieving

Bro. Simpson, of tho Journal, has been the most severe pain. [Burlington Sentinel.
An iudispensable article in the medicine chest.
applying the “civil service,” reform to B,
Roberts, Collector of Customs, hi Belfast. JN. V. Examiner.
it will recommend itself to all who use it.
President. Grant, or Geo. \Vm. Curtis nr
Enterprise.
somebody ought to come to Roberts’ res- (Georgia
Is
used and sought after as a really
cue, otherwise there will be

left shortly.

no

Barnabas

[Marinas Union.

A shrewd old Yankee said he didn’t believe there was any downright cure for
laziness in a man : “but, lie added, T’ve
known a second wife to hut % it some.”
l'lie wife of
was

posed

a

afraid

not
to

such

roofer being asked il she
have iter husband ex-

to

danger.

1 rust

l it 11 v

“Oh. lie’s insured.”

replied,

a Danbury scholar, while
composition, last week, to make

It occurred to

writing

a

the

remarkable statement that “an ox
does not taste as good as an oyster, but
it can run faster.”

extensively

[Journal, St. John, N, B.
No medicine has acquired such a reputation ; it has
real merit. [Newport Daily News.
One of the most useful medicines; have used it and
dispensed it for the past twenty years. [Rev. VVm.
Ward, Assam.
useful medicine.

'Tlie most valuable medicine

now

in

use.

[Tenn.

S^rrup BERRY’S MAGE &
Maple
MITCHELL’S.
at

7EGETINE
Seventy-one

ridgot came *n her mistress and asked for a
needle and thread.
“Do you want it fine or
coarse?*’ asked the ladv.
“Sure an* 1 don't
know, ma'am," said Bridget.
“What do you
want it for?” a-ked the mistress.
“If von tell
mo that, I mav know what to give you.” "Well,
muni, tie* rook ha-just lould me to string the
beans, an* sure an' I want a uadi an' thrid for
that.”

HAIR DYE.

This splondd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only l'ruei ami Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of bad dyes and washes. Produces 1 mmkdi.vri.i.Y a superb lii.u’K on Natural ISkows, and
le.iVfs the hair ci.kan, sour and kkau riKUi
Tin* genuine signed \V. A. Uatclitdor. Sold by all

•••

.■

<

I'lMMl’. LY ATTLNDKD TO.
T. L. MACL.

-•

<

■

•<-

Eruptions
are

Impurities of

not excelled

••

|

*•

1

364 Hhds. 30 Tcs. 10 Bbls.

>

■

■

s.

■

HOIJHE PAINTING!

Maple Sup!

Brig D.iuntles* from Ci» tifu« goa
K. SIBLKY 6c SO.V,

,1 u*>t revived per
and for saie by

1*73.—4w40*

April'.'

-UBS V.IBKR willing to .lose out hir*
bU'ir.r-H in Celt»st, oilers his entire' stock ior
..-isting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, ^e., &c.t iusale,
'.iu iiug tools. Shop aiul Store.
The above
well located ami prose; t- a gojii op**
he
pari'iniiv lor .iii’.-fi. wishing to carry
A. D. i KhM'll.
bu-ia. -s in
t!49
L
\pri! 10, l-::'.

WHOLESALE AGENTS

GEORGE S.

u

LERRY,

D AM ARI SCOTT A, ME.

^iisk a&d Faun Castles!

Hardware, Iron

FULL

A

Steel, Cutlery,

and

Nails.

Paints, Oils. Varnishes,

Manutaetmeil at MITCHELL’S lor the
wholesale traile.

Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agneul‘; ral Iinp 1 oments
&C-, &c.
41

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

<0 It

WllOL£M<iL£

H5 J lit.

Xo. OO Main Strut
|

jSeiif

>N HAND
CONSTANTLY
ASSORTMENT of

K1 HI’

i)

j

-Te requested
I'o.hhis indebtid to the subsrnbi
v.
1>. FRENCH.
call an,d settle immediately,

Sole Proprietor,

j

Winterport.

Belfast, Feb. 10, L-37't.

1

linioso:

tin

!

Sale w
l.IUKi; \ 1.
anil F. A S V I'M It MS.
Machine Stitching of all
kinds, .-itch as
For

1

5

ALSO

IIFMMIXG,
FKMM1NG,
CORDING,

PURE

|

RR A mi \G
1 I’l 'K! N(.i,

RUFFLING,

FAIR JOTTING,
dFlMi I N(J and
MlXJM STI lull 1 V, i.
DONE AT SHOUT NOTICE by a nice operator on
tin* Florence Sewing Machines, at uo-t reason hie

5

prices.

C. II. MITCH ELL
11> the citizens of ftelfasr and vicinity
that In1 has opened a Retail Department in connection with his wholesale, where he will keep an
assortment of French and Domestic Confectionery
m nu'aetured at his place from the best of Granulated ^ugar.

announces

Cx A R M E N T S
!

importantToTarmers.
•

CON DON announces to Farmers and Gar*
of this vicinity that he has on hand
tons of

ners

about 10

1 arOf all kinds <Ti AND MADE TO ORDER.
ticular attention paid to the making o; •. EN Is*'
SHIRTS AND l.ADiKS’ i NDkll CARMENT-.
STAMRINH tor BRAIDIN', and EMBROIDERY
l >one.
Agency (or Bill' ERR K ’S BABER i' i T ER Vs
OF (j A RMENTS. A large assortment ol spring
Styles just received.
! io
CARTER’S FERFEv FED HUMMERS.
Best Dress (iood> and Flannel llemmcr in the market. Tin IT, BRICE 5?Run.
Nl.EREi
Attention is called to LITTLE’>
SH Alll'EN ER, 1*0 EISLI E it and <' ASE com!
.d,
kimR
of
ntedit
for sharpening' and polishing all
and to Hie CRESENT BlTToN-HoLE CCT1T.K,
cutting any si/.? buttou-hoic. Examine them.
lhe best quality id Cotton, Si:k, Cdl, N«» dies and
attachments for ail Kinds ot S. win.: .Maciiines kept
constantly on hand.

A T

No. 80 Main St., Belfast*

CARTER'S

-,

FISH GUANO OR PORGIE-CHUM.
the best fertilizer of the age, which wiil bo sold in
lots to suit the purchaser at iho r.tteol -*ir> >.«r ton.
1. (J. CONDON,
Relfast, Apr! 17, l>7;h—- ■'•a-4 1

W.

i*. ItaOHIMl.Y.

NEXTEXTEB TO BE

IT'TTipm

A TT A A Mm

HHiO JL A U iJuiijLi!

11

Agent.

#<i» t!a>a

Up Stair.-) Over Carle ;-c Mori son’s II iriwar
UR
Belfast Me.

HANGED!

Store,

A. 1:. rAK I'KII tv :
,a!ru..li'-mls uu>] custom!',' that !;■ is .-»• 11
h
fir; 2. (’ll V S \ !.< m »N, wlf
■;
vs'rleoni'- .1 i•’.

NEW

Miss in comp risen to being m ntonced to ;i lilt
mi a r- and wry young or middle-aged
or woman is sure to n ccivo the above -entom e
who docs not prolit by the warnings contained in
the new book entitled "Lcetur< s on Sperm- orrlmea
or Semina! Weakmss, Impotence,
.Masturbation, < r SMC Abuse mid all dis. aw- i tie s, N.
uat Organs
It is the onlv work published M reliable nodical authority on the :<bov<• dme.;, which
will save lrotn a premat ur
grave thousand-- o> our
If contains information
\oiing men and a im
which ev. cy m.-a or woman, warried
-iagle.
should know. Don’t iil to end lor it. Sent to an.
a<Idr< ss, in -4 aed envelopes, upon rwvipt ol lo.-.-ntwhieh jti-t covers 0 penseot m tiling. Adlr< s- Th i
MASSACUt S!-:iT> .M 1.1)1 e A L I.Ns'l I Id "IT. No
lad Court Stm t Boston.
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OYSTERS

JUST RECEIVED FROM NEW
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HAMBURG KIXJKS
every price
Iran.
I !i• > .-.re cheap.•:•
'‘tuts to $ l.
he bat: a fit
Nevvhor. in New Unrhtui.
•.null
:iri( t v at

'Vi/, i.:

i

i\ ou v. 1 :«i m :i v
S.iAit' * ’»-•
l»e! I
t. Dec.
-V’-'"'

•'«;

a.i

thiny

>'

D

u«ti.r.-.

A

Ki

|/»

KTKK.ff

Linen, Saxony,

15,000 ROLLS

and

Cotton Edges,
from 2 ct9. to $1.75 per yard

New Fringes,
Linen

In

Gold, Satin, White and Bw.vn, selling very !• w
at d. C. iilOMPsO.VS Furniture, Crockery Ware
and Room Paper .Store, Cor. Main ami High streets
Belfast, Me.

Collars,
and

Veil Goods,

Hoop Skirts,

Chignons and

Braids,
Knitting Cotton,
&C!., &c\, &c.
CLARK'S MA( HIM: COTTON
Also
cent*.
5U dozn I.INKN BOSOMS trom 1? cents up. A
great Bustle about our Raniers, lu dillerent styles in
stock from J.j to ?a ca nts.
All the above go ads are marked in plain figures,
and I defy competition on any article 1 keep. Mv
customers and friends are cordily invited to st p in
and set' quality and prices of the same.

*

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.

l'lnim

Truly.

B. F. WELLS,

LARGE and well selected stock of the above
on hand and for sale at the
Also Leather Shoe
1’KICKS,
dm41
W. T. CO LB CRN.
Findings.

A articles constantly
VEK\ LOWEST

4

P

\h
g 4
r< U

H
zc

4

r~

Cuff's,

Corsets,

I BOOTS & SHOES

^

3
2

rn

~

M

~H

a m

m
</>
^

2

-1

g

0

era

O'

|_j

M

4

-<

“

n)

r“
m

4
C3
O

X TJ CTIONI.
Will b sold at Miction, on Saturday, April 2f»th,
at ten o’clock, A. M
the Williamson hom-v, on
High street, al! the furniture remaining in said
house, consisting of tables,' chairs, -of.ts, chamber
sets, carpets, matrasse>, leather i o-. bolsters and
pillows, crockery and glass ware, kitchen utensils,
and other articles usually found in a private residence.
CHARLES C. CKARY, Auctioneer.
Belfast, April 2d, ls?d—lw
.,

Behold It

ft Is !

as

It you want your ok! style HATS
ItONNKTS made as good as new,
pass them right along to the
sign of tin* SI It AW W< >K kS, l-.ast Side of
the Kiver.
4QS*N. II. Hats k it at the Milliner's Stores in
this city, taken from and returned without extra
Jm41
S. A. BLACK.
charge.
or

please

jKIMf

ik ei am h

t

4'upt.

JLet any out* sniftering; from this nasty
anil fa*ii I disease look at (lie alios e pir«
ture o

GLOVES,

of tile

TWO BUTTON
JOTTVIN KIDS,

a

lii* nasal or|(Uii«.

A

A QUIET DOMESTIC !

short trial

A DOMESTIC BLESSING i

remedy,

nil!

soon

merits

iu

convince

you

A

of it* woniterfu!

curing this vile disorder; in

fact you will liccured. anil then, and

TRIMMINGS,

MISS DAGUKTT, tin- popular Milliner, will continue in charge ot this department.
In the Dress Making Depm tiueut Miss JACKSON
is ready with new Spring Styles lor Dresses, Sacks,
and Capes.

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

"DOMESTIC”
s

Patterns Cut to Order.

w

We take this opportunity to thank our friends,
who by their generous patronage assured our success
during the past year, and promise that no eftbrt
shall be spared to secure their continued approval,

o

,»

o'

%

^

^ S

©

3-

“

*"<
a

03

^

T-op Kj

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVER'

Farm for Sale
nml
The subscribf
farm situated in

offers for sale his
Northport, on the
snore road, seven miles ami a halt from Belfast, four
to Lincolnville Beach,
<'■insisting of forty-live
(jnod buildings, well wooded
acres, more or less,
and watered, with young orchard. For particulars
inquire on the premises.
3w41*
BYKON J, DOW.

.>• \\

No power Is so
costly as that oi human inuscb*
titty per cent, ot the power required to run a
mg-Machine may be saved by using th<

“LIGHT RUNNING”
*■««' great the <hange; how
improve.!
rour naval or^anv have hecame.
Remember
.you must

that

j

as

a

always have

RIDER’S
which will

<’Kl.

tr+

Z

s s e
t)

mo

Preventative
a

Hot

GERMAN SNUFF

by its use niKVKNT disease ami
hundreds oi dollars.

save

J»o no! take any other
isreji.tration.hu!
he sure to obtain the above.
DR. STODDARD’S Office,
BVIce 35
Hayfokd Hi.ock, and examine the cents.
For sale by
RK'HUln !I
ami uon-poison
^new,beautiful,durable
otts base for artificial teeth, railed THE j VIOOBFY. t urner IMaiu &
High streets
I.LLDll) 15 ASK.
;iw40eow*
■tel fast.
-mosW
Call at

r~\‘
“

vj 5 ® °
* S^w

MRS. E. R. JOHNSON & CO.,
No. 3 Hayford Block,
Obnrcli St.

Left

LUXURY

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

not

fill then, will you look like the follow
tuff

variety of other goods.

DOMESTIC

A

R/EDER’S GERMAN SNUFF

i>RESS AND
and

<

..

AND BONNETS,

SACK

JAga.VNO.V.

two (rips per u
k. ! iving Reliant ever.
Momtiyami I'Iiuim! iv ,u -j oVini-k, I*. M.
Retin niutf, w ill i iv» Boston every 1 u<
an
Fri<l.i
at 0, l\ M.
iKo. (1. WRLIS. Agent.
Belfast, Apr. 17, l"7:;.

SPRING HATS
KID

P.

Will make

Would respectfully announce to the ladies ot
Belfast and vicinity, that they have just
received a tine assortment of

■

i

MOLASSES!

CIENFDEGOS

CHOICE

the Blood

by any other Med-

j

■

—

G. G ADD1TON

please leav- the orders at Mr. Woodcock
;>*4l-*
liooK-.SryRR.

! Will

Sold by all Dealers in Medicine! THE

Farm for Sale.

■

■

wishing tht tr Pianos tuned

MR.

icine.

The Subscriber oilers ior sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
tlie old stage road from franklort \ illagt to rsorth
St arsjiorl, about three miles from tin* former place,
This Farm contains 1 To acres ol land; cut last >ear j
tons of hay ; has an excellent orchard, raised last 1
season L‘00 bushels ol grafted fruit ol nice quality;
has 77» acres of young hard wood growth; has excellent p asture, is well fenced, lias :i meadow bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
of water. Trice
<>.
Tos-essiou can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire ol the
subscriber at West
IS. l'LUHMEK.
W. Winterport, April 17th, I>7d.—<HJ

di
JC,

»

TUNING!

Parties

the Face and Neck,

on

and for all

■

1

A.11LKD.

t f41

ziness, Headache, Indigestion,Faintness and Sinking at the Stomach,

"■

To

CALL!

Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness
of the Stomach, Costivonoss, Diz-

«

New Vermont

Leg leave to intorra their frien = nd the i uMie.
generally that they are now jin j.or. t low.i l.j-ou
ALL OLDi.US 15 Y 31 aIL
them at’.-hurt notice.

FOR

Vkgktink extends its influence into every part of
the human organism, eommecing with its foundation, correcting diseased action and restoring vital
powers creating a healthy formation and purification of the blood, driving out disease, and leaving
Nature to perform its allotted task,
Vegktink is
sold by druggists.
ImP'sp

■

■

MOSES

of Main and Cross Sis., Bcliast.

no ner

Recipe ot

J. I. PERKINS & CO., t Pnrflpnrl
^oltianCL
; W. F.FH1LLIPS&C0.*,)

ST., PROVIDENCE, K. 1.
ST., CINCINNATI, O.
;.*? ST. PALL ST., MONTREAL. CANADA.
ENG.
LONDON
17 SOUTHAMPTON, ROW
-1 Wollsp

CORN

CAKES,

CORN

ii Ii E AT It E M E II Y | PIANO

Mk. H. K. Stevens:
Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in
a feeble condition f rom general debility. Vkgktink
was strongly recommended to me by a lriend who ;
had been much bem tired by its ust
I procured the
article and, alter using several bottles, was restored
to health, and discontinued ii- use.
i feei^uiteconfident that tlu-re is i.-» medicine superior to it forthose complaints lor which it is es])ecially prepared,
ami would cheerfully recommend it to thos who
\et 1 that
hey need something to restore them to
perfect, health. ilespeclfullv yours,
V. r.. PETTlNClLC.
Firm of S. M. Pettingili & Co., 10 State St., Boston.
i«ti

PROP’S

■

from the

THE

Boston, Feb. 13,1871.

Maine delegation.
But it is said that ad the Maine d ‘legation,
except Morrill, voted again-t tlie measure, ami
have not yet taken the soOOO assigned to them.
MUTUAL BKIBEUY.
1 .ask. did they pr< tes’. win n their prot- ! was
i••mamh d by tin' crisis? l>id the Speaker lea! tin not surprised that the people are indigWhen applied with Dr. Pierce's x;«-:iI Douche
!c
throb
«dii.-i ii chair ami go on the floor and
", m!
and wrathful over this act of mutual
and accompanied with Dr. Pierre's Holden
Druggists.
Butler, in defence of tlie interests and limn>r
■' rl/tryn
hy an expiring Congress and a recently Medical Discovery as eon.-fitutional tin utment.
CH AS. liATCKKLOK J’rop., N. Y.
lylosp
of the people of Maine, a- lie did ill defence ot
“•■-cicc?i d Preside :il: indeed, were they not so,
Dr. Sago's Catarrh Remedy prodm-cs per foot
ar\ in
Harbor. At utt *jr».00o bu-hi W <a corn his own
interest and honor, a short linn aa■•?
i' would he <-uise for real astonishment.
With e.uri s of the wor.-l eases of Catarrh and Ozena
cltrriv cd the pa-t w•
tr.cn P*
ru
If not—vliv not? Was this occasion, when the
immense public debts. National and State, and
of many years standing. This thorough course
fod .w—11 jift <■: rgi».••
*->
b : with increasing taxes, ami decreasing of medication constitutes the only scientific, raPi’dicr A \:orliam. !i -nor cf th*' Slate, and that of the untie w
bae
a! stak-', les> important in the eyefor
our
with
the
^
cntional. safe and surco-ful manner «»f lcrating
-clo Fh/a
t• 11 -11 r-1 s : -di. American
products;
rapid
SOHKXCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
twver
Speaker. Ilian on that when his own homo* v i- croaclunrni of “lines” mid monopolies, who thi- odious disea-e that lias ever be**u olfered to
SCH KNCiv’S SEAWKKD L’ONIC,
•
i
(»0o and sob M. Port**r.
\\
i-.
a-sailed by the same man? Or. did tin Sn--uk. .• i' i\.- gor/, d tlu-mselves and grown rich upon tin* afilictod. The instrument and two mediSC H UN Civ’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
'■a ido •■! of tlji- war. and the. toil and sweat of cines -old for S*2 by all
ew- A
P.aker one
rg«
-ch. S. S. Day 4b0n prefer to allow this foul-clutch to be perp-tratAre the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Druggists.
cd. when lie had the power to prevent it. »!«}«•;• *hc tna<st <; with such reckless waste and exbushel-.
Consumption.
Subdue the tir.-l symptoms of a rough, cold,
than to imperil the chances of his re-election >
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
a\ aganee in the n<e of the public
money as
attack ot influenza, or any other all'ft ion of the often occasion the death ol the patient. It locks up
speaker, bv taking his stand firmly, do- d*-div h;.' been
'cn at Washington during the last
At ilia <ntra! I)i- 11 ici -clio.
meeting; 011 1h
ml determinedly, that 1 in* funds of the Xa’ mu a 1
few year:—no wonder the country is agitated, lungs, the windpipe or die bronchi i! pa-sages, the liver, stops to. circulation of the blood, hemorthe Itlth, the sum of one thousand dollars was
with Hal* '- Honey of lion-hound and Tar. The rhage follows, .ml, in lact, clogging the action of
or iis attention arrested at last.
Treasury should not be robbed bv the ill.
But it should
Sold, by all the \. ry organs that caused the cough.
voted to repair the school buddings. The sub- •if tin* llou-'-over which lie pre-id d? Did i!n
'<
v
cnibcred th d. without the approval of relief is certain and immediate.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
1 iruggisi-.
-viiMain-'dei-gatiou dem»imee, <m- In an;
o i -s could
not have been accomplished.
ect of the free high -• 'mol was postpone.1 to
two-thirds ol the cases of consumption.
Many are
Pike's Toothache Dr ; cure m 1 minute.
siirc the vote of Morrill, om* of the Main.n
Indi
’.vitlout the <'<>•<•)rathm and favor of
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
.■Saturday, when the district voted Jo establish tor>? Did they indiynonthi and instantly reP; 'i-'cnl. Ton wess itself would not have
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WHAT IS NEEDED.

130 HIGH

BATCHELORS

Age.

Charlestown, Mass., March 19, 1869.
11. it. Stkvkns :
This is to certify that 1 have used your “Blood
Preparation” \ kgktink) in iny family tor several
years, and think that for Scofula or Cankerous
Humors, or Rheumatic affections, it q^nnot he ex
celled; and as a blood purifier and Spring medicine,
it is the best Thing I have ever used; and 1 have
used almost everything.
I can cheerfully recommend it to any in need ol such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. A A. DINSMORK,
19 Russell street.

Ill SYCAMORE

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

Prepared

EXPERIENCE OF YEARS.

PEiiRV DAVIS V SON,

j.*..

CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

East Marshfield, Aug. 22, 1870.
Mu. Stevens:
Dear Sir—I am seventy-one years of age; have suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness
in my back and stomach, i was induced i«y friends
to try your Ykoetin e, and l think it thebi s* medicine for weakness of tin* Kidneys 1 ever used. I
have tried many remedies for this complaint, and
never found so much relief as from YeoiTtink.
It
strengthens and invigorat- s the whole system.
Many ot my acquaintances have taken it,and I believe
it to be good tor all the complaints t or which it is
Yours trulv.
recommended.
JOSIAH II. SHERMAN.

In my mountain travels no medicine is of so universal application as Pain-Killer.
Rev. M. 11. Bixby, Burmah.

VJS1*

SE5,

PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND RESTORES THE HEALTH.

Years of

I

CONFECT IONERY, FOREIGN
FRUITS,
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR'ft MO LAS

Mighty,and wii! Prevail.”

“Truth is

It is jcaliy a valuable medicine, and used by many
physicians. [Boston Traveler.
We always keep it where we can put our hands on
it in the dark, if need be. [Rev. C. liibbard, Burmah.
One of tin few articles that are just what they
prefend to be. (Brunswick Telegraph.

MAXI ’S

Manufacturers ot and Wholesale Dealers iu
and Fancy

VEGETABLE

“

DOMESTIC.”
ir

marks

riik

Ij O C K.

fe *3? X CC O TI
most simple machinery ot
any

With the least and
iSriU 1' i’LK Sewing-Machine. It, tin r. tore,WKA Um
lihSS than auy any other, and c »mhimwith it*
rental(cable simplicity and e.«se .*(
muiiing, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range o
work. We are also Agent*tor the improved
>ing*
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

FOTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

Dec. IS.—tl-4

1

the Portland Advertiser.
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Land in market for sale

Union Pacific R. R.

en-

country

acres’;

12.000. 000_

In the Great Platte

3.000. 000

by the

Company

Acres

‘‘So, so,” she mused, when she had N'O ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED.
Mild and healthful climate, fertile soil,
reached hei own room and thrown herself
AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD WATER.
into a chair, “I'm to
the
THL
BEST MARKET IN THE WEST!
fortune by
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I* w, ,...ai
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$10 to $25 per acre. Fine Fruit and Garden Soil.
Mild, healthy climate. Oysters and Fish abundant.
11. P. CHAMBERS, FederalsCatalogues free.
burg, Md.

$500 IN PRIZES!
EXTRA EARLY
VERMONT.
Ten
Earlier than Early Rose. ENORMOUSLY' PRODUCTIVE and ot EXCELLENT FLAVOR.
$1 per lb.; 4

Days

where

they were evidently expected, as
they were promptly shown into the parlor.
The reverend gentleman entered,
and the lawyer stepped forward with
Myra.
“We are the couple, sir.”
The marriage ceremony of the Episcopal church was performed, a certificate
was made out. and the two Iriends
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“The will provides,” said Mr. Temple,
“that she shall take the fortune, it married
at the time of iis opening.
She is married
to me, and there is the certificate.
The
ceremony was performed an hour ago.”
There was no questioning the validity
ol the document, or the fact that, under
the circumstance:;, Myra was entitled lo

Compound

A MILITARY COLLEGE.
lS.'H.
Preparatory Department.
Thoroughly Classical, Scientific and Military Instruction. Good Discipline. Address Frol.
CHARLES DOLE, A’orthfield Yt. Summer Term
oi eleven weeks begins April 14th.
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luck.'’ The Beverly gentleman smiled at
his superstition and congratulated himself

having made a good bargain. He
put her in charge of a trustworthy captain,
who liked her well, so far as
seagoing
mu
ap.is-ii.le. Mow, I’ve no idea
were concerned, but after
qualities
trying
iand
I
want
to
left,
prnpertv
her in almost every trade suited to her
mi
a.
I'm willing to pay tVTr the knowlfailed
to
make her even pay her
edge in ad\ nee of the opening of the size,
Her bad luck never deserted her.
way.
on

10

dozen.

tor

any

Needles

exchanged if

The

owner

began

to think

there

YARD WIDE, selling by the piece at
11 l-2c.

Add ress

machine

in

PLAIN and

ing

RIBBED,

at 12

13.

PARLOR,
Furnaces,

Druggists,

l-2e,

WHEN YOU

Extract

the

use

Ivl

Iv

PAINT,

u

tured

good
grades,

by
&

CO.,

50 DOZEN
,.a..

j'jji.i

N

cents

not

For Sale !

ill ill 11 Hi

The r-nUUnee ot .1, It. WADLIN.
Cedar Street.
Kn^ui.-e at tiCMain Street.
tt.'ti

Farm for Sale.

a

Farm for Sale.

specialty
amine our prices
shall have sample

exas

we

pairs on
exhibition with prices attached,

>DS of

LIXTEXT
TOWELS I

6000

20

“

“

of all kinds. PA PER COBBA RS, 10 cents a box
or:, boxes lor 2.> cents, in all Mzes and all the othc
better grades ol Collars.
ti-41
11. B. LORD.

20
20

“

“

“

30c

“

“

“

37c

TREES.

t* YKAKS < )L1 >, ot gratted trnit.
Farmers why will you buy Western
^lruit trees, ot whie
you know
'nothing, when you can lor half
tm' price purcna.se trees raised in your own .state,
which necessarily must be adapted to the soil and
climate, and naturally must, it properly transplant
ed, thrive and bring forth trait.

40 Doz Linen Towels at 12 l-2c
“
“
“
20
25c

FURNISHING GOODS

APPLE

33c

PRICE,

25

For further information
at

YVinterport Village.

Feb. 20th
I

CENTS EACH.
apply to the undersigned,
<’. li. M Fit It I M

<

case

IWrvouM

Bifficultitw.

Neuralgia, Headache,

IIroiiclftici* Catarrh, Convulsions, and
terics cure ! or much relieved.

whan.

..

iivr

G.

Hys-

i

this

liml in the (Quaker Bitters jn-r the
article they stand in need ot in thoirdecliuing years.
If >|uieke11s the blood and
b< r- the mind, and
pave- tin* passage down the plane inclined.

<

•» <*■•«* can remain
long unwell. .1 ah m si ted
*th an incurable disease,) alter taking a tew bottles
t he Quaker Bitters.

H

r

ill

AMERICAN AND EOREIC.N DA 11 N I

R

Druggists anil Dealers in Molirini-s.

SOI.II

i

\

A

( ».

At

! 1

their

S

I

Medical

Dre.it

No. 76 State St.,

INT

I

tv

Depot luj

Street, Providence, H. I.

\

1

l;k

an

DR

IIKAKT

<

«>r

lirsutis,

opposite Kilby Si.,

Bob to

n

TKU an extciiMW pi iciic- >i upwards ot tint
fcy years, continue- t* secure Talents in tti
Tinted States; ilso in lin ut Britain, Trance, ai
other toreign countries.
Caveats, Specification
Assignments, and ail paper* lor Talents, exe.-nton reasonable term-, with despatch.
lD -iaieJi*
made to determine the validity and utility ot Tat*
of Inventions, ami legal ami oilui ad\ ice remleri .1
in all matters touching tin same. Copies ol I
claims of any patent furnished by remitting one <i
lar. Assignments reconi-d in
N o Ageucy in the Cuited State* p. s*. *«, .U|.,
facility for obtaining Talent- or ascertaining tl
patent" ability ot invent ions.
All ne cess it > <•{ a journey to \Y i-luugton to pr
cure a
Talent, and the usual gre »t de|a\ ti. -ri
.•
here saved inventors..

AT

Broad
bind?

to.

VVa.-hington.

'uki ;i >.

IF VII >IO>

GRAVES

!!

RKOULA l'(»R
WILI,

PATENTS

’<

aEA^T«E
XilSEAS**
<

OF

Fur Inventions, IVmle Marks,

■-..r.lau.l

PH hi'A HKD in

I)U.

EDDY,

H.

SOLICITOR

WIlul.KSAl.K li\

I'll I l.l.l ■»-,

■

.,

ISilioii*, Heiuittant and Intermittant l''evers, so
prevalent in many parts of out country completely
by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

Ii)

l

ON

among
invaluable

eradicati ii

Sold

I {-J

»

f,
AND AKTKK NOVKMB1K Kith,
u r 1',.:
sender l rain* will leave IT
and all places intermediate on tin* road .if s A.
Mixed Truin at it I*. M c*»1 meet m^r at Burnl> am.
Mixed Train lo: Wuteivilh and 1*a --e n*i Tralr
Bangor and all Station* I- a*t.
Trains will lie due in Bi-M.o-t 11 in iT.-t-ui t
: do 1\
land, and all Station.' Interim di !•
i. in « :
Mixed 1 rain from Biun.ini
wit)
from Bangor at
A. M
Idle New l.ine betwi n lhtnviilr and ("umber;,
will then he “pen “i inv j. i-*i timers tor Port In
it is.
ivaV without elian^t ole
Opportuuit'. t“
.Nlov, y, F' •.
p. i. 1,|.Mol.N, sup !.

prevalent
l"

—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Iliftiruli St roaf liiug Pain in the Lungs, Side
and ( best almost in\ai iaidy cured by taking a tew
bottles ..i the Quaker Bitters.
Feiualt* Hitti<• «■ Iso
American ladies, yield readily
medicine, the Quaker Bitters.

Ft

Ft.

-Vir.-

CJUKfc

they

Case of Heart Disease,

I

LN.

%

1 regard M r. Kddy
.»m .,| tln im^t
capable ..
suceesstul practitioners with whom 1 have had
cial intercourse.
I'liAKl.i.s MAm'BI, t omm
Hioner of Patents.”
1 have no hesitat ion i ii i'-uring inventors th,

employ

cannot

trust wort!,

v

plications

m

man

a

coiiipetent

m.-re

hi.

by

Physicians.

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number ol good vest makers will >o
wanted after the first ol' January.
They can be
r
supplied with work from our store at Belfast
Monroe. FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first ol January.
W** nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, BooD
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
POTE & QIJ1M BY.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf24

are now

GRIFFITHS,
Detroit, Mirli.

I

1ST

E

Bougie Linen Daiask Towels
Selling

at-

50e,

former

<

price

75c,

-•

W

wish to inform the public that we have put
in one of HARRISON’S CELEBRATED
CORN MILLS for Grinding and Cracking Corn,
Grinding Rye, Oats Ac.
This Mill is on Washington St., just above J. S.
Davis’ Blacksmith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling

WK

Very Large

Size at 67c, former

Having purchased the wood-working machinery
belonging to Messrs. Field A Mathews, we are pre

do all kinds of Irregular Moulding,
Scroll and straight Nawing, Turning.
At*., heretofore done by them.
tf34
to

m ALL

Sewing 3Sd!a,eh.ine

AT II

SEE

US?.ft*

HOWARD MANF. CO.

Is the BEST IN THE WORLD-

Brick
Machine

NOTICE

USE the Ueisinger Sash Lock and Support to

spriug to break, no cutting of sash; cheap, durable, very easily applied; holds sash at any place desired, and a self-fastener when the sash is down.
Send stamp for circular.
Circular and six copperbronaed locks sent to any address in the U. S., postpaid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Address KEISINGER
Sash Lock Co., No. 418 Market St., Harrisburg, Fa,

CANVASSERS

find no more fresh and attractive volume for
Spring sales than “The New Housekeeper’s Manuel,”
by Miss O. E. Bkkchkk and Mrs. H. B. Stowk; a
Cyclopedia of Domestic Economy and a Complete
Cookery Book in one volume. Send for circular to
J. B. FORD & CO., New York. Boston, Chicago or
San Francisco.
can

Advertising

>8^6

J^f-We

is

a

Salve which

assortment.

L\HmMx

have

opened

a

Bracelets,

dead

a

to

swim up stream as
people from buying of

on

usually large stock

hand
of

an

Dry

at the former LOW
PRICES !

liberal advertiser. This is the
—

experience
for this

--

of every man who

The best medium

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

vicinity is the REPUB-

LICAN JOURNAL.

b<

Ing

*
It la recomm ended with unbounded assurance
l'mi.-i.
Burn.-:. Sp Mins, Bin uIn all casus of (jut
matism, Hard Sweliiu -s, Bins. Chilb'uius, stiffness of tlie Joints, 1 rozen I’Bars. \c.. »S:e.,
amonp ail persons, nml f
.sprains, Bounders,
Kffi&-boue.Pi >U-evt I, Serat.-hca.W, ml-pails. Hoof-ale,,
Spavins. Spriup-halt, .Saddle, Collar and Harness
Galls; also diseases of the Bye and Bar in
-.

Hayford Block,

MANPK.W ITItUKS «*r

M

Boston Pure White Lead.
Ilr>

.i

imI Orouiul

Oil.

in

naine.
AND (dtol ND /INC, 1,1 1 1IAU<. K, KKD
l.KAD, l.KAD PIPK, SllK.KT l.KAD, UN
PIPK, I 1N 1.1 N KD PIPK, IKON PIPI.
& FITTINGS, PI MPS, Ac., Ac.

EMILE BARBIER, Proprietor.
This well known establishment, with its admirable
facilities, is conducted by a first-class KKKNCH
D\ Kit. Dying and Cleansing done in a manner to
give PKRKKCT *A 1’ISKACTION.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Ribbons, .Sec.*
Dyed, Cleansed and l‘ressed without ripping or
I.ace Curtains Cleansed and
taking oil trimmings.
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Color
Restored.

DYKh on clj:anx!':i>!

Onr Pure \V h ite Lead, both dry and ground in
mf
\i
w.irrant to be •Urirlly pure
v\t>
lor fineness, body and durability
it is not -u
passed by any head in the market, either foreign
A meric u.
v. liav
AMT In order to protect ours, -v.adopt. t
as our trademark an
eight-pointed i« d -tar. with oui
n every j.a k
corporate s*: 1 in the centre. This i:.
age of our l*i» r«* Leu«l. None genuine without it
we

that

ly3:t

(iarments, Coats, Pants and \ rst.s Cleansed
or Dyed, Rrown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
and pressed ready for wear. Cent s (iarments ReCent’s

THE PLACE TO PUHCHASE

pairing

done at short notice.
Kid Cloves dyed Black, or Cleansed, every day.
Also new goods or heavy eloths dyed and finished in
the best manner, at \ KRY LOW PRICK*.
Coods sent
MONDAY.
every
Agency at
W
Millimry and Kanc\ Coods
Store. No. 1? Main Street, Belfast Me.- lyl.**

r4!VTIin. Men ami Ladies t*» make and sell
an article that will
pay them lrom Tk.n to
Twkn n I >01.1. a us weekly. Send
cts. and stamp
for circular, &c. Address (i. A LK\AN DKR. Bo.v
SOI, Hyde Park, Mass.
iKv t8*

un-

Goods

HAMBT7RCS
Selling

....

Agts

ot

CUKNKTS,

nearly all varieties

us

ALTOS,

KAS.sLBARITONFS,
CON I K \ BASSHS, ORCH KSTR A COKNKTS.

man

keep

<**

A

Awarthil Firs! I'miiiiim si Haim* Stair Fair, INI!!

etc.

have

BOSTON LEAD CO,

DIM

depart-

his wife

right up to the point.
You might as well try to make

lumitta,

proved
tile best healing and pain t>ubd!LAfter
Lluiuunt in ibo World,
30 Years of trial lias

1.3

DYE HOUSE!

ment of Jewelry in Jet Goods,
Plated and French (jilt consisting
of Ear-Rings, Pius,Opera Chains,

and call the attention of the trade
Advertising to the rare
bargains we are offeris like the celebrated magnetic
ing at this season.
stone; it draws everybody and

has tried it.
Mreecii-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $:i00. Double
Guns, $8 to $150
Single Guns, $3 to $20.
Rifles, $8 to $75. Revolvers, $5 to $25. Pistols, $1
to $8.
Gun material, Pishing Tackle, &c,
Large
discounts to dealers or clubs.
Army Guns, RevolGoods sent by exvers, etc,, bought or traded lor.
press C. O. D. to be examined before paid for.

large

draws customers.

a

f?REAf y/tSiniJ

very

Jjgt-Wo

WINDOWS I

No

is the time to secure
Linen Goods, in Towels, Napkins,
and Table Damasks as you can
make excellent selections from a

Hgt-Now

T

rjr^'

price $1.00.

business.
pared

.•

J H CHADWICK & CO

NO! NO! NO! GRIST MILL! 10 doz. Double linen Towels

Shot

ilaratiin

,•
t’ai't. Burgess will h
*t Wool*th«- -tor*
M/VrilK'W8 tV r.A K Ki;. when- thu>t
a\mg ii,
-i
kind ni ( u
!■
!• is
take it ut fair j ri.•«I HoMA.- I’.L khl >tfU
Belfast, Oel. I, ItCJ.

■

You cannot afford to use poor machinery, neither
can you manufacture profitably without having the
Think ol it
latest improved contrivances known.
candidly ! (Jan you ? l'elay no longer ! Wake up I
Write A. S. (iK\K, 50 to 02 Sudbury St., Boston,
lor cata'ouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
Iron-working Machinery, and order right off the
machine you need so much.

BOOK

The undersigned give* notiee l?u:
is running tie- .-eh P. M
between Belfast and Carver's Harr
1
carrying treight and passengers.
schooner,when in port, may be found

;nd inor. capal le .d putting their .[
a loirn
to secure from them an carle
1
ami
favorable loinsiderat ion at th. Patent Office
the best
up
KDMIND 111 KKh.
Wetioip.it h« silute to sa> it will cure the follow- I
Late ommusioner of Patents.
in» symptom-, though most ot them have be. n de“Mr. K. H KI«i V has tuadefor im o\ er 1 HUM V
dared incurable
Palpitation, tEular^ cnicnit. ^pa<tiu«. Ot i applications lor Patents, having been me. --tin
almost every case. Such unnu-P kahie proof of gr. i.
witication or (Sony I'oraiation of tile
talent and. ability on tiis part, lead,* me to ;■» comm,
Heart. iSheiiniatitin, General
ai.i. inventors to apply to him to procure their |
llatei aliout tlie Heart. Minkin;; of Hie
M|»irit«», l*ai.a in the Mi«lc or t lic»t. Hi/, tents, as they may be sure of having the mo-t jaiti
fill
attention bestowed on their
*< •*, and at
v4
imitation
of flic Hlooil
itiiicito.ilii^isli
reasonable charges.
.IDHN I A GG AIM
anil Momentary Ntoppa -i> of Hie Action
of Clio II eart.
Boston,Jan. 1. is
ly a
Our a^eut, on application, will furnish you with
our circular, giving full dc-cript ion ot t lie disease,
audalso.a mini.ut of testimonials ol cures ; ami ii
you would like further pro.ttfrom the parties who
have tfiven the testimonials, write them and
what they s ty,
Wi have soid many t housand bottles ut t he II ka 1.1
l M ol. I
V
hp IN lsw.1.
Hiait la tor, and the demand is stil increasing. W.
arc con title it t we arc doing the public a
hem-tit, ami
not trying to impose ou them a worthless
prepara,
t ion.
The price of the IlK.yiT Kk«.ii. \ I. i; is ONI m
Office i'-t il A
Ollier Nireei.
k\k per Dottle, and can he obtained of our
agent
S. A. HOWES .St ('<>., Druggists, Del fast
ly?
HONTIM

l.ontmi,

&
MACHINERY.
FILES,
q
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS..**
a:*-Prie<‘ Lists and Circulars free.

TOUR

Now Market tor Produce.

dilficult

most

ItILHV,

of Riis- & Sturdivant. 1?y Comm cial St reef, oi
CY R l S SITKMV ANT. (on. A yen:
c VRlls PAi lKR.M'N,
\-'ent i.e- Bellasr
Portland April ?, !v

most sceptical,
" erne*,
xpelled from the system without the
leas! ditlieulty: a lew bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
I*iI«‘h
one bottle ha- cured the
when ill other remedies tailed.

STKAMKK

■

fiulnev. Bladder and Crinary derangeha no e.jual : one bottle will convince the

Although given

EVERY * IW WARBAITED.

FASTEN

ii

Any

1873.—3mostM

______

N l. 1.1 > I.1.

BELTING

:

WEEK

Rockland,! ,'ainden,I.incoln\ ille.Belfast, Sear-pie
Sandy Point. Bueksport. Winterpor! and ilampde
tv Mondav, \\
Returning will leav- B.mgor
uesday and Friday mornings at
o’clock, fouchu.
at the above named landings, arriving in t’ort.'a
at
o’clock. 1*. M.
l-.»r further .I'cular.- iu-^n

at once.

F«>r

of

For Sale!

a

a

L i N 1

ai

>—

men!'

(

(apt

hxtract of Itoots amt Herb- which most invar fa
ably cure the following lomulaint
Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, imt
Loss ot Appetite cured by taking a lew bottles.
lamNilude. how Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

w

The subscriber offers lor sale the
well known Cook t Tin so called,
in Jackson,
.'said farm contain' 12" acre* oi evcelant Isnd, sisuated at .Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
wood lands.
It is 1 miles from Brooks stat ion, and
100 rods from 1*. O., and Hie same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town
House.
It it abundantly supplied with water from
2 wells and numerous springs ; the house is a
story
and hall with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 12 bv
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Apply to the subscriber on I he place.
KD\V A KI * W. KOBK1M S.
•Jackson, l>ec. 3d 1872.—tt23

for the next 3

weeks. Please

JOHN, BOSTON.

per
and

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

&

we

Hosiery

Co.'s Shovels.

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first class wouKinen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by myself. 1 iiave also a tine assortment ot

f Kstablishod 1830.1
& GKIFFITHS,

Boiton, ]flan., &

'1 lie subscriber offers for salt- his
farm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a halt
west from the village,
onsisting ot one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, witu good orchard of grafted t ruit.
For part ion lars i nquii e on the premises,
ISAM
f. SM 11 II
Prospect, Feb. I, l>r.i. -:> tt

intent! to make

1

!l

Will leave Railroad Whirl, Pori I ind.everv Mon.i
Wednesday and I ri da
not neing Wedui sda\
\ pril '.'.’for B

on

From 25c to 75c per pair.
These goods are remark-

sr.

CITY OF RICH MONO!

18li«‘iiiit;ati»ii!. Swelb d Joints, ami .ill herottilar A ill ict ion removed or greatly relieved by this
invaluable medicine.

.satisfactory.

aTi< >X a i.

1 UK KAN OKI I K

DISCOVERY

&c., eased immediately.
''.

ably cheap,and

WOOBKNjUO*

[MEDlCALl
^^mwmmmnrnp^

KruptioiiM. Pimples, Blotches a ml all impurities
the bhu,.' bursting through the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following the directions on the
bottle.

Porllaiul. *!«*.
This lead i- W krantf !» t’l i: \;, and is unsurpassed
in Body, Durability and Fiuem ss.
.'inids

i,..

\

t.eral Ac

K

)

Ro**

>1

THREE TRIPS PER

A GREAT

«>:

perfectly /tare

liianuf

I

Gall and See
assortment of
usually found m

For further particular* inqiiin
vaiit, IT1.* Commercial Street, or
< 'l Rl S
s I l R1H\ AN I
IN>rtlaud. March sth.

IN

i O (

BURGESS. FOBES

I will pay the highest market price tor all kinds of
FARM PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed Hay, Apples,
Beans, &c., &c., delivered at Bank’s Wharf, In
this city.
E. A. CaBDERWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.- -tf H*

an

landings.

Me.

WHITE LEAD!

PLAIN, selling at 17c,
former price 25c.

_

•*

I N S I I

cured

Produce Wanted!

as

» 'Mas, iJKliKINvi.
Wiilleavi Railro. id W hart
>t,
I 'hum!
K \-1., ii
In o'clock, comm, nring l hur-u.iv .March Cl-th.
For Rockland, < i-1 i.
i».
I -!.
sedgewirk
*
U
Harbor, Mi. In
Milit.ridge,
and Machi i*uort, <d the ie. vi!I permit
Returning will leave Madia-port ever v M. i. u
.>
morning at
clock, touching at the ihuve imn.

.y;tr

DKAl.KK

WOOD (

'apt

at

positive cure (or Sciatica. Kheuinatmm, Neuralgia. Spinal Complaint, Contract ml Cords, D ime
B ack, sprains, &c.
It h:m cured cases given up by
physiciaus as hopeless and is rue only ckkiain
I KK
foil sciatic \.
I ry it, it will cure you.
Always procure large bottles' ( >r severe cases. Large
bottles fl.50, small bottles
cts.
Sold by all
F. VV. UYDEU .'t SON
druggists.
Proprietors
Send stum
Boston, Ma~s.
lor “Hoi'-;khoi d
Cash Book.’’
lyr.iOeow
a

i: \v isto.n
t

T O

SAMUKL WARD & CO., l’ropr’s, Boston

H O SIEH7 !

THE

SCRAP IRON.
ST.,

Is

I lu* 1-ivorlte *t»*atner

&HEMQ3Y.
P.

ARRANQKMKST

i

former

M

>NK TRIP i'KK \V KI K

<

Depi t,

LINIMENT

sell-

40 DOZEN

DUAL Kith IN

cor. of
limits

Fancy Stores.

SPRING

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!

H HEW Eli, ftip ring-field, .Tin*#.
by Druggists and (Jrocers generally. 2m3'.»

75 NORTH

YOUTHFUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.

FRENCH,
AND

>

1.1 by all Druggists and
bark Place, New \ork.

S.

Ranges, Tin, Bri’t.innia. .1 ,p.iin * d
and Knameled Ware, She< t Lead, Lend Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, (Jas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, Ac., &c. .lob
&c.
Work, Repairing, \<
Wo. iO ('hurt'll St..
funa.'i
UriraNt. '•a**.

OF

Colony Iron

v
SuUn;.
mart!

Proprietor.

l'OH SALK IN BELFAST 15V

AUF.NTS FOR

Old

..

!

ItOll,

FIRST TRIP Of THE SEASON

-fn “p-ration is s.ea
.‘.vvitrli jhe Flushed
•
-m
and Excite*
!
tc lies an Pimplee,
Hpots. Drives away
ami bv ita g< nil. but
tn
ladod cheek with

!:

e

Illoot).

USING

t

price 17c

cure

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.

Manufacturers ot Saws.

was

York evening papers, who was with President
Grant during much of the latter’s recent
visit to the city, says that there are good
grounds for serious apprehensions as to
property goes to you. The only other the President’s illness, ft is well known
point i'. that in ease Myra is married to that he is troubled with a complaint of the
s
•!
before the will is opened, she kidneys, which affects him very
seriously
get' the prop ty the same as if site at times. Indeed, it is sometimes feared
marries you.
But that provision, of that he is in the incipient stage of Bright’s
ot no
c,.|.r..
consequence, as she is not disease.
likely to marry before the day alter tomorrow. which will he Thursday, the
If men would only open their eyes to
day
the document is to lie opened.”
the fact which stares them in the face
the
Hc-e
lawyer stopped and looked from history, and is made clear enough
into hi' companion's face as if expecting
by the slightest glance at the condition of
an
expression ot displeasure. He was mankind, that humanity is of immeasurdisappointed, however, for Horace seemed able greater importance than their own
rather satisfied than otherwise.
or any other
particular belief, they would
It ph ases me well enough,” he said, no more
attempt to make private property
lor I half expiated to he cutoff unconof tlie grace of God, than to fence in the
You see, I've been rather last sunshine for their Oivn
ditionally
special use and
and the old man disliked it, and Myra’s
enjoyment. [Holmes.
and
attention
his
to
wants
gentle ways
won hi'regard.
She is completely bound
Why does a chicken three weeks, three
up in her lover, Harry Perton, who is days and three hours old walk across the
hundred' of miles away just now, and I road? To get on the other side.

(I'p Slair<.) Belfast,

-•yorders promptly attended t<>.«?.♦

ZZ OSIER Y !

Robinson Iron- Co.’s Cut Nails.

WELCH

luck

A writer in one of the New

Offic

iNt.

G. W. BURGESS.

40 DOZEN

after all, so he, too,
In the District Court of the United ? T*
Address:
sold her. Afterwards she was sold sever- A^.-nl. Wunliul. Send for Circular.
States for the District ol Maine, { ,u Bankruptcy.
‘•DOMESTIC” SEWING MAGAINE CO., N. Y.
al times, but up to the last accounts no
In the matter of JAMES AND WILLIAM TREAT,
Bankrupts.
M AKTIIV'N
■ .f« 1*1*01 El*
On
change had taken place in her luck.
is hereby given that pursuant to an
the other hand some vessels are almost
order of said Court, a second general meeting
uniformly lucky; one of these, the whale
of the Creditors of James and William Treat, Bankrupts, will be held at the Custom House in Belfast,
ship Com. Morris, ol New Bedford, lias
in said District, on the nineteenth day ol
been very lucky on all her voyages,
June, A.D.
1873, at ten o’clock, A. M. b« fore Mr. Register Hamcommanded
different
though
lin, for the purposes named in section twentyby
captains.
seventh of the Act of Congress, approved March
The hark Hazard, of Salem, and the clip2, 1807.
per ship Charger, of this port, have also Is simple in its mechanism,built strong and durable
WM. G. CROSBY
Trustees of .lames and
f
can be operated by ordinary help.
The capacity
been famous lor their good luck.
WM. McGIEVERY', \ William Treat,
If there and
Bankrupts.
is 4,000 bricks an hour with steam power, or 2,500
Diited March 27, 1873.
4w40
is such a thing as good luck, it would he with
horse-power. Manufactured and sold by the
BRICK
MACHINE
MARTIN
CO.,
interesting to discover the law which govCHICOPEE, MASS.
erns it.
[Boston Traveller.

something

i:i;tisj:i;

MANCFAdTliKK

Wareham Mail Co.'s Cut Mails.

sent,

warranted

lreniont Street,

WELCH

a

-A..

STa>sT"A{^?^v!r!dTdTvery where.

GO

Nii. 10 Main Si.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CENTS

postpaid, tor sixty

^

>v

Con114

CENTS Leeds, Robinson & Co.,

10

Needles

CO

RESIDENCE

COTTONS Joit PitiM

II. A .1.

SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS.

a

and you have it to sell.”
wyer assented with a coolly preeis.- in t ol the bead.
T n il
ame
your price,” continued
t; tier;
< tin- thousand dollars.”
I haven't so much.”
\ note for a month will do.”
I'i.e ,!■ .eiiment was quickly written out.
igi.e.j lo the young man, and transferred
t-. the la w\ er's jioeket.
"Tie will then,” said Mr. Whittemore,
a
strange one—as strange as the man
who made it—hut lie would listen to no
advice, and I had nothing to do but to
He leaves all his
carry out hi-, wishes.
property to Myra Kilhorne—"
“it —n him !” hissed Robert.
“Hold,” -aid the lawyer “until you hear
tin munitions, lie leaves all his property
to Myra a' I 'aid Indore on tin
agreement
within a year to become your wife.
If
■>.
decline' to fulfil this condition, the

ai

l'llKl’Ai’KO BY

u

..

BROWN

Complexion.

•!

BISHOP SOULE'S

Maine.

Comer of Miller
gross Sts.

MAKE a

m

Physician’Surgeon
Book1

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, Impure
Blood, Obstructions of the Liver, Nervousness, Skin Diseases, &c., &c.
Sold

It is Purely V
ii telt tit oner
Appearance cairn,
rra ut
Heals and
’ispelling dark an.

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

Over Caldwells’
Store, Main St.

VI

at

Ian. Freckles, hi.
powerful influenc,

SL,(8?oonr?«ht“r) Belfast,

r.:.

Pure Bloomine

at Law!

OFFICE

llererage.

Fluid

A FEW M

JOHNSON,

Belfast,

dandelion:

“We did not know so much could be said on the
a house until we read this E xcellent book of Mr. Baird’s.” | X'. \ lferald.
*1A want long felt at last supplied.”
[Scientific
Am.
“Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable
to every occupant of a dwelling. [N. Y. World.
“Buy 25 copies of this book and distribute them
If they will heed tin-advice
among your friends.
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
[Chicago 1 rib.
“In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real service to the community. [ Toledo Blade.
“We hope the publisher will sell 100,000
copies ol
this book during ’7L [Boston Advertiser.
W. have just painted our house as advised
by the
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance.

-7 MACHINE

to

E.

17, Steamer

Dee.

Will make but one trip per week, leaving Bella.-1 :
Boston vory 1 KKm>AY at
1*. M.
Returning-Will leave Boston every FRIDAY
I I*. M.
GKO. G. WKLLS, Agent
Bella?t, Gee. in, it*:*.

.,

If lias a direct action on the Liver,
invigorating its
powers ot secretion, aiding the digestive organs and
acting as an alterative and tonic. United with Dandelion in this compound are Yellow Dock.
Sarsaparilla, \\ ild Cherry Bark, Butternut, Hops and other
valuable remedies whose properties arc held in
high
esteem in cases of

Me will send FIBER by mail, on receipt of One
Dollar, 25 packets ol choice Flower Seeds and our
Catalogue, containing upwards of 1,000 varieties,with
full directions lor culture, to any address in the
United States. Catalogues free on application.
DEE Sc HOYLE, AeeiLmeii & Florists.
Tmiion*
Boston.

put

by all

Ntreiigtlienin^,

Ci ^aiming-

ONLY

Unlucky Shipping. Several years since
a gentleman
belonging to Beverlv saw a
tine, liaui!) brig tor sale, just -neb a vessel
as he required fora
particular trade, which
induced him to purchase her, especially
as the terms were
highly favorable. When
lie paid for her, he asked why she was
sold so low, for if there was
anything
about her which affected her intrinsic
value he would like to know it.
“My
triend.” replied the former owner, “she is

cure.

Sold

IS MADE IN A SHORT TIME 15V

■

«

Delit'iouN.

G.

Splendid SPRING SHADES
selling at 33c, former
price 45c.

Home Made Beer

Established

As the house cleaning season is at hand, the subscriber gives notce that he has reduced the price of
Warranted to be first
soap to $2.50 per barrel.
quality. Orders addressed through the Post-office
will receive immediate attention.
.1. L. WOOD.
South Bellast, April 2. 1873.—8w3v>*

No. 10 Main

Blind,

Tuesday,

Son.

HOUSE GLEANING.

reon

I

Over

On and alter

( apt. W. It.

the
later date.

a

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

K ATi3l II DIN

Attorney

or Ulthat
l)u
Remedy
It, is pre-

Piles
Pile

Price, $1.00,

A

rOR ONE

of

case

pared expressly

lse.

the estate.
On the same day proceedings were instituted by Mr. Temple on liehaii of Myra,
to obtain lor her a divorce from himself, ! [Harper’s Weekly.
“In selling a sample copy lor 10 cents, Mr. Baird
“Abandonment'’ was the ground. A tew must
feel certain an order tor 25 bound in ciotli will
days later Harry returned, and Indore the follow.” [Frank Leslie.
“W«- know the town and country paints therein
day appointed lur Ills marriage toMvia
andean vouch for their valueand the
she had obtained her divorce front Mr. recommended,
excellence of tne “Harrison” brand of white lead.”
The
latter
was
one,
Phila.
ot
the
Temple.
Ledger.
jolliest [
ol tile guests.
“If it hadn't been for you -” began the
grateful bride.

“Slop,” interrupted Mr. Temple, “I’ll
it all in my bill.
For the will suit, so
many dollars; lor the divorce suit, so
many more dollars—so you See 1 am the
one to be
grateful, alter all.”
Hut no bill lor legal services was ever
paid with a better grace.

any

Bleeding, Itching

New York.

at

Me.

tf35

Water !

cerated
Bing’s
tails to

subject ol painting

"No.”

a

WINCHESTER’S IIY I’OPHOSl’H ITE is a chemically pure preparation ol' PHOSPHORUS, one of
the most important elements ol the Human Body,
and the only means bv which this LIFE HIVING

REWARD.

B. K» BLISS & SONS.

Wm. Pitcher &

40 PIECES

For

witnesses, and the quartette, were soon
again scab d in the carriage.
“Drive to the Court House” said Mr.
I'emple to tiie driver.
The Surrogate, the chirk, Robert KilEVERY MAN HIS OWN PAINTER;
horne, lawyer Whittemore. and a few Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them.
A plain treatise, containing sample card with 43
others w.-re in the surrogate’s office when
the “wedding parly" entered. It was just different actually painted shades and tints, with in
structions lor exterior anti interior House Deeora
twelve o’clock.
The will was read, and I lion.
**•» copies, bound in cloth, ior $5. Sample copies,
Robert turned rather superciliously to
cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
papMyra for her decision.
receipt of 1© cent*, by the Publisher.
“Will you sign the agreement to marry
lllfRYdllCY BAlltl),
me ?”
■»«** 1054. Pnst-Oftlcc, Pltilailelphia.
“No,” she replied.
sV< the followin'/ valuable extracts from press
notices
“Then you resign the property to mu?”
“A very valuable book, and no one intending to
and a gleam ol triumph shot from iris
paint should tail to read it. ( X. * Tribune.
as

By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes !
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of your
future husband or wife, with name and date of mar- j
riage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. Y.

COMPTON’S SURPRISE, 826 BUSHELS TO THE ACRE. A little later
than Early Rose. Equal in quality, $4
per pound, by mail, postpaid.

$500 will be awarded, as Premiums
to those who produce the Largest Qunntity from one pound. Inscriptive Circulars of the above, with lists of 300 varieties of Potatoes, tree to all.
Illustrated Seed Catalogue, 20o
pages, with Colored Chkomo, 2:. cents.
A New Tomato, the “ARLINGTON.”
Early, solid and productive. Price, 25c.
per packet; 5 packets, $1,

will not be
for prices

we

sponsible
same
goods

Boston & Lowell!

S,

FOR SALE BY

KINDS.

Job
when

HIM BIG.

Is tin- nearest approach to a specilie ever discovered
tor Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the
Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma, Catarrh and Bronchitis, Diseases
of the Skin. General Debility and Nervous Prostration from Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No lioushold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
-8®*For a history of the Springs, lor medical reports of tlie power of the water over disease, for
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
BROS., <fI'ueral Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gettysburg Spring Co.

FRUIT FARMS

in the matter.

feelings

NO

Katalysine

MARYLAND

legal adviee—
of the greatest

"Of course,’' she continued, "I want to
retain the fortune, but not at the price
stipulated in the will. Can you help
me ?”
Mr. Temple sal for a while in deep
thought, so long, in fact, that Myra grew
fidgety with waiting. At last his face
brightened with an idea, and he at once
impatted it to his lair client. For an hour
they were in close consultation.
Thai day and the next passed, and
1 hursday came.
The will was to be read
in the Surrogate's office at twelve o’clock.
At eleven o'clock a carriage drove up to
the Kiibourne residence.
In it were Mr.
Temple and two of his intimate friends.
The former alighted and entered the
house.
In a moment he reappeared with
Myra. She acted a little nervous, but
seemed reassured by the presence of the
lawyer, who helped her into the carriage
uid all were driven away.
They proceeded to the residence of a clergvman,

■

Wits

a

some

THIS IS

Retail at

St.Belfast,

OF ALL

Line

FO IK

C-O-A-Lr!

bought in
Lots, hence
they are sold

Made Rapidly with Stencil & Key
I Chock Outfits. Catalogues and full
particulars FREE. S. M. Spencer, 117 Hanover
St., Boston.

n*rLTJETV

GETTYSBURG

ONLY

h t1
<di:l.li'h explanation
t i'll:'1 tor ehi'd's v.-xation,
tod-,
vni-t '.imething find.
h.- Ii'i-.g.
.f tlie mind,

;'

«

he'' j *t ll ;

hi nose** point,
j' oiit of lint.

*i

name

euntidenee.”
Thus encouraged, Myra told him the
whole storv ot the will, the manner in
which she obtained her information and

her

Question.

.’her wild—
ii mind
well defined.

:,

: vng'

.V-.

t

*<:'•'
«-!
1 .nd

1

a

most

•! lighter—
A'
wiirti brought her?
11.kiln 'iir here?’’
'•
h
an I ha
with fear.

"TV

legal signs.

to me, and—
"If I am to aid you,” said the
lawyer,
kindly, "you must speak freely and unlvservedlv, which you may do in the ut-

-A

K
H
K

at

importance

Fi.orenck Percy.
A

writing

"that is my name.”
■1 have come for

—

o

of

1

■1

\:

array

desk.
i' Mr. Temple in?” asked Myra.
"Yes,” said the man, looking up at his
pretty visitor, and motioning her to a seat,

h
flattering w rong:
e, i\«
what disasters
of line living too long!

w

n

an

Fussing up stairs, and selecting

promi-e or pa\ ment
pitje- or know‘it the i j 1 y
wliite raitn* nt,
I 1:a heal broken
'i.- re that harshest of masters

in;

noticed

from the lot that chanced to strike her the
most lavorably, slip entered a well furnished office. A middle-aged man sat

woh"nt

\
1

olten

i!; e bloom where he settles,
in• it and remor-ele— of thieve-:
o\. r
mi wa-h Ir en its petals
tr.a-k w hieh hi- \ iolenee leaves.
;..

pay
Agents $40 per week in cash who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte. Mich.

Independent

VINEG A K !
FOLLETT

A.

No. 80, Main

Guarantee to sell goods lor three
weeks only at the prices
quoted in this column.
The articles mentioned were

FARMERS!

10,000

CIDER
F.

AGENTS! A BARE CHANCE! !
We will
all

S^INTFORID’S

M'S

A > II

Wholesale and

per day I Agents wanted! All
lU 4I4U classes ol working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more monev at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the
time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

and LIFE-SUSTAINING element can be supplied to
the system.
We guarantee it to be a certain « kk
t >r CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, and all
Pulmonary Affections, and a Specific Remedy tor
Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and Physical Debility, and all Nervous Affections. It is unas a I onic and
Invigorator and generator
i surpassed
of pure and healthy Blood. For further information,
Testimonials, Reports ol Physicians, .Sec., send lor
Climate and soil unsurpassed.
Meadow and plow
our Treatise.
Price, $1 per bottle, .sold bv all
land with pure running water evenly distributed.
Addre.-s
Druggists
No fever and ague. Average credit price, $0 per acre.
J. WIffH EST Kit A CO..
Send for a guide.
It costs nothing, and gives de•Hi .1 ohn Nt.,
York,
scriptions, prices, terms, maps and how to reach
the lands.
Address JOHN B. CALHOUN. Land
Commissioner Iowa Rail Rovd Land Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Chicago Office, 65 S. Canal St.

■

w...

sending a two-cent
SAMUELS, Publisher,

by

M A

PITRE CIDER!

fflW.MT&BL

splendid piece of

a

In ton

Valley.
in Central Nebraska
Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on
UVE and IKN YEARS’ CREDIT AT <) l‘ER CENT.

ol Myra Kiloorne who had heard evert word ot the
interview by listening at the door.

praising,

1’

the

stairway—those
veloping the pretty form

t..

it

ki---

irom

di-eover.
ebeek into ldooni;

1

a

\

don’t believe she would give him up for
he fortune a dozen times over.
Even if
j -lie should consent to marry me, I
I wouldn’t be so badly off, with the
property
almost under my control.”
The lawyer then arose, bade his unscrupulous patron good day. and went
Hut as he did so, had his ears been
out.
friends. younger and sharper, he might have
caught the sound of rustling skirts fleeing

j

j

Church St.,

WILL ALSO
Cure Neuralpia, Rheumatism, Gout., Bamo Back,
Salt-rheum, Poisonous Bites, External Bono and
Muscle Affections, Sore Nipples, Ace., and may be
Justly termed the panacea lor all

THE MOST ABSURD AN1> UNNATURAL CURES CLAIM* l»
But
by New-Born ant* Mi>.;roi ■« Liniments.
we havo tho experience o f over thirty years

of trial, with the most substantial results, and by
a multitude of witnesses.
If the Liniment is not as recommended, the

Money will be Minded.
44- Bold
Stores at

by

Mustang Liniment,
all

Druggists

and

Cot

:-

25c., 50c. and $1 per Bottl.
Notice Si/e

BELFAST.

rpil

47* Remember, tills Liniment did not
springs up in a rtnj or a year, producin'-;

Mexican

of

Bottle, Style, &u.

LYON MFQ. CO

I-. subscriber hereby gives
public notice to all
A.
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself tho trust ot Administratrix
ot the estate ot William
Eurbush, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, bv giving
bond as tho law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon,to exh ibit the same for settlement
to her.
41
MARY E. EURKUSH.

;

subscriber hereby gives
^pilE
1. concerned that he has been

E subscriber hereby gives public
rpil
1. concerned, t hat site has been

notice to nil

or

Herniau Silver

Piston

or

Rotary Valves;

CYMKAI.S,

»»T

i.

(

HAYNES & CO.,
Boston.
(Opposite Court House.)

•i.l Court S

lyJ3

Belfast
NOW

public notice t.» all
duly appointed and

taken upon himself the trust ot Administrator ot the
Estate of Martha A. Douglass, late of Monroe,in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the
law directs ; he therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make imhi, diate payment, and tin.se who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
TIMOTHY MAYO.
11

Brass

I LI T I s ,9 Pl» < tH.US. hllH,
FL.UJKOLKTKS, CI.AKIO.NKIN, KlU.M'H and
Hkkman AeeoKUBo.N.s, Violins aud (ill
TAILS, VlOLON* I LLON.I'OCHI.K BAsSLN,
( ON.'KLT I N AS.Fl.UTlN AN. II AKMoN
h as, Bantus. Ml nh
Boxks,
Violin & (in r k S kinon,
and all Musical Merchan
dise, is the well
known store

PPiOBATE NOTICES.

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.

Do not bo imposed upon by using any otic
Liniment claiming the same properties orresuii
They are a cheat and a fraud. Bo sure an I
nothing but

ot

Uhl MS,

A

.,

Savings Bank.

IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

Penny Saved

is a

Penny Earned.”

'VFPOSITS made on or before the 1st ot any
month, will be placed upon interest every
moi th, (except
May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received dailv at tin- Banking Room,
from 0 to 12 A. M., and 2 to J P. M. Saturdays from
1

to 12 A. M.
JOHN H. QUIMBY. Treas. ASA
Belfast, July 13, 1870.

0

FAUNCK,

Prest.

duly appointed
of Administratrix

and taken upon herself the trust
ot the estate ot Warren c. Hadley, late of Jackson,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor set
tlement to her.
OR/I LLA HADLEY.

1 hereby k>vo notice to the citizens of Belfast,
that 1 will be al the store of Oakes Airier Saturday
f> P. M., tor the
purpose ot

afternoons, IVom 2 until
receiving taxes.

DAN I FI. L. PITCH KK

Beltast, Sept. 2d.—tf!3

.Collector

